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The March 2020 issue of <SEOUL MADE>. Editing the second issue began 

even before the bubbles of champagne popped to celebrate the foundation had 

disappeared. <SEOUL MADE> is a monthly magazine that introduces the Seoul 

industry to the readers with a different theme for each month. The 2nd theme 

of <SEOUL MADE> is "AI, Robot and Seoul." Mega cities across the world are 

fiercely racing against each other at the moment. People from all corners of the 

globe are wondering, "Which city will take the role of the AI hub?" or "Which 

city will unveil a breakthrough robot that can solve the problems that humanity 

increasingly encounter." The city of Seoul and the Seoul industry are fiercely 

competing at the forefront of this race. Much of the power we need to win 

the race comes from the people who research and implement AI and robots, 

businesses that operate in major industrial hubs in Seoul, schools and research 

centers, and government institutions that draw up the necessary support 

policies. In this issue, we have covered the stories, dreams and passions of 

those frontrunners who are trying to contribute not only to Seoul but also to all of 

humanity with AI and robots. Why? Because that is where are future lies. 
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In order to nurture R&D humanpower 

for the future, Seoul has set a plan 

to train 500 AI R&D experts by 2020 

through the AI   Yangjae Hub Center it 

opened in 2017. The city also supports 

networking platforms to boost 

exchanges among AI professionals 

(e.g. forums and supportive programs) 

so that a wide range of AI-related 

topics can be freely discussed and the 

necessary support can be provided to 

AI developers. 

The Seoul Metropolitan Office of 

Education announced the "Year 2020" 

as the year of AI education with a 

plan to foster 1,000 professional AI 

teachers; to that end, it plans to utilize 

AI-specialized high school programs 

and the AI master's degree courses. 

Textbooks on AI for students will be 

developed and used for the education, 

and this move will play a fundamental 

role in nurturing AI talents for the 

future. 

The core role of a local government in 

this regard is to open and support AI-

enabled markets in the public sector. 

Seoul has been running "Seoul Talk," 

an AI-based chatbot service, since 

Feb. 2020; through the chatbot 

service, it can handle inquiries on 332 

issues, including passport issuance, 

tax payment, youth allowance, and 

the Seoul Bike (bicycle rental service); 

46 types of civil complaints, including 

illegal parking reports, can also be 

responded to through this service. 

The Jung-gu Office introduced an AI 

chatbot service as well for counseling 

on payment for parking violation fines, 

enabling a virtual robot to respond to 

text inquiries via mobile phones. 

AI Speaker is also playing an 

increasingly important role in the 

public domain. Seoul began a pilot 

operation with AI Speaker by installing 

it in 119 ambulances in collaboration 

with Yangcheon Fire Station and 

Korea Telecom (KT). The AI Speaker 

recognizes the paramedic's voice 

in the ambulance and assists with 

the task according to  the various 

commands. It also provides English, 

Japanese and Chinese interpretation 

services for foreign emergency 

patients.

ThorDrive that was founded by 

researchers from Seoul National 

University for the study of autonomous 

vehicles piloted a delivery service 

through autonomous vehicles in Yeouido 

in collaboration with E-Mart. Through 

the pilot operation, now the company is 

exploring possible autonomous driving 

services in big cities like Seoul. 

Of course, there are already many 

robots in operation for the citizens in 

Seoul, including the robots directly 

serving customers in some commercial 

shops. Tourist spots such as Lotte 

Tower and the National Museum of 

Korea have a guide robot in place, 

while cafés  or restaurants in Seongsu-

dong, Tehran-ro and Deungchon-dong 

use robots to make drinks, coffee and 

foods. An increasing number of life-

assisting robots will be available to 

serve as a companion at home.

Seoul is yet to be a global AI hub, but 

it  does already have the potential  

to reach that status in the very near 

future. It is a city where the nation's 

most prestigious universities and top-

tier AI researchers work together and 

world-class AI startups are sprouting. 

In response to this, the city is enacting 

a full policy support for those startups. 

Almost every week, AI-related 

conferences, seminars, events and 

meetups are arranged at the center of 

Seoul. In Oct. 2019, Seoul successfully 

hosted the International Conference on 

Computer Vision 2019 (ICCV), a global 

conference with the highest authority 

in computer vision and pattern 

recognition. Professor Joshua Benzio 

of the University of Montreal, a leading 

scholar in deep learning, and Professor 

Yan Lecon, head of Facebook AI Lab 

and a professor of New York University, 

have also visited Seoul to hold 

lectures, and they are always seeking 

ways to collaborate with leading tech 

companies in Seoul.

Seoul 
already 

lives 
with AI

AI is already an indispensable  part of our 

lives. In line with this, Seoul's AI clock is 

also ticking faster, as you can see from 

AI-related conferences and seminars held 

frequently, cafes where robots serve tea 

and coffee, guide robots in museums,  and 

the various R&D and training efforts of 

the Seoul-based companies and the city 

itself. Will Seoul be able to grow into a 

true global AI hub? The potential is clear 

enough.

Written by Steve Han, Ph.D. and CEO of Techfrontier. He worked at Samsung Electronics, Daum Communications, and KAIST and Sejong University. He 

has published and co-authored several books on the possible  changes in the future society caused by the 4th industrial revolution, including social media 

and artificial intelligence. For 3 years now, he has been running a science & tech bookstore “Entangled with Books”, which is located in Nonhyeon-dong. W
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 The must-have AI 
Friends at Home 

Everyone talks about AI and robots,  but they still seem to be a story 

from a distant planet. From an AI skin-care service just for you to a 

senior care robot for your aging parents, here are AI and robot friends 

that should be a part of your home. We know you will be amazed!

Here is the smartest egg in the world. PowerVision's 

Smart Drone PowerEgg with a sleek white oval design 

features three operation modes: Orbit mode to circle 

along a route, Cable-cam mode to follow a pre-defined 

flight route on a map, and Follow-me mode to make 

it follow the user at a certain distance using GPS. Not 

only does it offer the industry's first remote-control 

function, but it also supports 360-degree shooting 

by folding the legs at take-off; like a helicopter, it can 

hover in the air. PowerVision has recently unveiled the 

PowerEgg X with AI features. At the moment, we are 

just looking forward to seeing its release in Korea.

PowerEgg by PowerVision

As a water basket is attached by default (the first-ever feature 

of the iCLEBO series), you may use both the Water-map and 

Suction functions. In addition, the Wi-Fi connection allows you 

to control the cleaner remotely at home or when you are away 

from home by using an app. Even the suction power and water 

supply level can be adjusted via the app. Genie navigates your 

house smartly using the gyro sensor. It is fun to activate Genie 

on your way to work and see the cleaning map displayed on 

your app in real time.

iCLEBO Genie (G5) by Eugene Robot

The main character is a 1,250-year-

old prince from another galaxy with a 

small and cute bell-shaped look; colorful 

coding cards that can be put into his 

mouth unfold a number of wonderful 

functions. Kids may begin at the 

algorithm-learning stage by manipulating 

the card by hand, and then try higher 

levels such as block coding using Scratch 

and Entry. Yes, it is a coding-learning 

robot designed for kindergarteners and 

elementary school graders, but may I 

get one to try myself anyway?

TRUETURE, a Coding 
Training Robot by Ice 
Cream Media

Whisen  Th inQ 2020 ,  an  a i r 

conditioner equipped with a 3G AI 

smart care function, has been newly 

released by LG. It detects whether 

there is a person in the room and, 

if there are any, senses his or her 

amount of activity for operation 

at the optimal mode. It slips into 

the power-saving mode if there is 

no one in the space, and gradually 

lowers the set temperature if the 

activity level of the detected persons 

increases.

Whisen ThinQ 2020, 
Air Conditioner by LG

This brilliant friend's name is RobotCooker, which provides you 

with an array of remarkable tools to achieve quick and easy 

cooking. Functions like the optimal temperature adjustment and 

automatic stirring make it possible to complete your dish quickly 

after adding the ingredients. The most amazing feature is the 

automatic cooking; simply select one of the 200 recipes of the 

international cuisines developed especially for this cooker, and 

it will then let you know which essential ingredients are needed 

along with the specific amounts and the cooking steps.

RobotCooker Master by Cuchen
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SK Telecom is pioneering a new direction with a 

display speaker in the AI   speaker market. Beyond 

the existing limited functions such as listening to 

music or checking the weather forecast, it is possible 

to check the latest foreign exchange rate and stock 

market information and look up e-dictionary; these 

additional services were not possible with the 

conventional voice-only feature. In particular, to 

meet the needs of various users in different ages, it 

also provides a specialized educational content for 

children, fortune telling, and even religious services.

NUGU Nemo by SK Telecom
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When an order comes in, the robot goes to the store, 

rings a horn, takes the ordered goods or foods, and 

heads to the destination for delivery. When it arrives at 

the destination, the orderer must press the password to 

be given the delivered goods so there is no fear of ever 

losing them. As the robot is an "autonomous" device, it 

is equipped with muilple cameras and LiDAR sensors 

for an advanced autonomous cruising; since the delivery 

robot is designed to operate between minus 20'C to 

50'C, it can withstand Korea's extreme climate, from 

the hottest summer when you can't live without air 

conditioner to the coldest winter when a long-padded 

jacket is a must to wear. 

Autonomous Delivery Robot by 
ROBOTIS 

Filial Love Hyodol is a senior care robot that 

monitors the user 24/7. It also manages their 

medication, meal, and bedtime schedule and can 

communicate with the user through exercise 

and anti-dementia quiz programs. If you pat the 

doll, you'll be greeted with a voice response. The 

guardian's voice (greetings or messages) recorded 

in the mobile app can  be transmitted to the doll 

and played at specific times.

Filial Love Hyodol 
by Studio Cross Culture

The built-in AI is combined with Cloud 

so that any data on your habits and life 

patterns can be learned and used for 

a custom laundry and drying service. 

Thanks to the AI custom laundry 

feature, the washing machine detects 

the weight of the laundry, injects the 

right amount of detergent, and then 

the sensor detects the degree of 

contamination and adjusts the number 

of rinsing cycles accordingly. You may 

call it eco-friendly as well since it saves 

water, electricity and time.

Grande AI by 
Samsung Electronics

Atflee's smart scale iGrip allows you 

to measure your body composition 

at home, which used to be only 

possible at certain settings. It has 

a compact and sleek design with 

a hand bar that can be connected 

using a single cable. iGrip can be 

linked with an app via Bluetooth 

to send you a body analysis report 

containing a total of 19 items. 

iGrip Hand-bar 
Inbody Body Scale 
by Atflee

Lumini is a skin analyzer that helps you find customized 

cosmetics based on the data of your facial skin. Lululab 

has taken a step forward by developing technology that 

can measure the skin only based on the photo without 

touching it. That is Lumini Kiosk. Since Lumini Kiosk 

does not require any skin touch, it is hygienic and can 

even measure your skin with makeup. Currently, Lumini 

Kiosk is available at various spots in Seoul including 

Jamsil Lotte Avenuel, and is greatly contributing to the 

expansion of the K-beauty wave abroad.

LUMINI AI Skin Analysis Solution 
by Lululab 

ROBOTIS, a leading robot company in Korea, with 20 years of business 

history, unveiled the Engineer Kit. ROBOTIS made this technology-

intensive model in its effort to contribute to the robotics education. The 

robot utilizes smart devices and AI technology to support a standard 

curriculum and applications, and can be widely used for education, plays, 

and performances as well as competitions.

Engineer Kit by ROBOTIS
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A robot with 12 flexible joints began to move. In 

the near future, we may soon meet this four-legged 

robot running a long distance in our daily life.

A FOUR-LEGGED 
ONE FOR ME?
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The service robot "AiDIN-VI" is the work of AIDIN 

ROBOTICS, which is Korea's first quadruped robot 

developer. Carrying luggage from the elevator to the 

front of each house is not a difficult job for AiDIN-

VI is able to recognize the numbers on the elevator 

buttons with its camera, lifts its leg to push a button 

of the destination floor, and then reach the front 

of the house. It may also drag a midsize vehicle, 

jump in place, and run for more than an hour. When 

autonomous driving technology is finalized, you can 

imagine AiDIN-VI unloading stuff from a driverless 

vehicle and moving it to the front of a house.

There are only a few four-legged robot developers 

around the world at the moment. AIDIN ROBOTICS' 

strength is the AIDIN's signature joint torque sensor 

that measures how much force is applied when 

the legs of a robot touch the ground or an object. 

Through AI machine learning, they have improved the 

measurement accuracy and simplified the process to 

significantly lower costs. In 2016, AIDIN won the "Top 

10 Machine Technology Award of the Year."

AIDIN ROBOTICS' R&D will never stop. The company 

also plans to travel a long distance by equipping AiDIN-

VI with LiDAR, a device that can recognize a remote 

environment.



Lee Yoonhaeng, CEO, AiDIN Robotics  
“As a robot developer, I hope robots can be 

more widely used than they are now. With more 

people developing and using robots, we will 

be able to see more opportunities for service 

robots, like AiDIN-VI, which are designed to help 

people. A growing demand for robots in the 

market will motivate us to research and develop 

further services. I founded AiDIN Robotics last 

Jan. There is so much to learn, identify, and study 

that that I do  not have any spare time now. 

However, this is a company I created with my 

colleagues, so I feel happy whenever I verify that 

what we are doing can solve industrial problems 

and generate profits. It's still fun to run this 

business."

Wi-Fi router for remote 

control from the outside

Leg

Made of carbon fiber. 

Easier leg movements 

thanks to the reduced 

weight

Shoulder

There are three torque 

sensors on each shoulder 

that can measure the force 

of each joint.

Protective cap made 

with a 3D printer.

Neck joint

Moves the camera up and down to 

widen the field of view. 

Identifies positions so that AiDIN-VI can 

push the elevator button with a leg.

Body

A motion PC to create the motion of AiDIN-VI and a vision 

PC for the camera that recognizes the ground environment 

are embedded. GPS is also supported so that the robot can 

identify its position. The surface is made of aluminum 7075 

(duralumin), a material used for aircraft. AiDIN-VI can walk 

with a load of 25kg.

Fan to cool down heat. Cooling 

is important since it may not 

perform as intended at high 

temperature.

In-house developed 

13,800 mAh Li-ion 

battery. With this, 

it can run for 1 to 2 

hours.

Sole

Designed with urethane synthetic rubber for 

elasticity. The bottom contact sensor measures 

whether the contact is made or not. The AiDIN-

VI motion varies depending on whether or not it 

touches the ground.
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HEAD TO TOE

I hope the robot 
market will grow

01 Front Camera Measures the 

position of the object. 02 Power 

Buttons (From left) Power buttons 

for Motion PC, Vision PC, Wi-

Fi Network, and Torque Sensor 

Communications Device. 03 Rear 

Camera Camera sensor to measure 

the moving distance of the robot.

AiDIN-VI from Head to Toe

SPEC
Size Width 600 mm height 762 mm
Length 780mm (203mm in height 
when folded small) 
Joint 12 joints
Weight 43 kg
Power of each leg 35kg 
Algorithm The algorithm controlling 
AiDIN-VI calculates once every 0.001 
seconds
Motion PC Intel Quad-Core, 1.6 
GHz, 128GB SSD, RAM 4GDDR3
Vision PC: Intel Quad-Core, i7-
8559M2, SATA-2TB HDD, RAM 
32GB 
Front Camera Intel D435
Front Camera Resolution 
1280 x 720
Front Camera's Measuring 
Distance 0.11~10m 
Rear Camera Intel T265

01

02 03
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Seven spaces where you can visit and make a robot friend today; 

seven robots live there.

Robots live  
in Seoul
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It is a makerspace run by ROBOTIS, one of the 

leading robot companies in Korea. Unlike other 

makerspaces, it provides a specialized zone 

for robot education and development. You can 

use the space and equipment freely every day 

from 10 am to 9 pm; a total of eight 3D printers 

as well as laser cutters are in place and can be 

used by paying around 1,000 won to 3000 won 

after making a reservation. Every Wednesday 

night, the Orca Wednesday Gathering, a 

community of people interested in making 

robots, is held to study and create robots. 

ROBOTIS has been actively involved in this 

type of non-profitable project in an attempt to 

lower the barrier of the robotics world, which is 

largely considered to be a sector of specialists. 

In the markerspace, anyone can easily access 

and experience robots. For the same reason, 

ROBOTIS, an expert in robot joints, has 

expanded its business scope to include user-

friendly products like education kits, engineer 

kits, and delivery robots. 

Wanna be friends with a robot?
ROBOTIS Makerspace in Magok

Address 1F Robotis Campus

37, Magokjungang 5-ro 1-gil, Gangseo-gu, Seoul

Contact +82-70-8671-2693

ROBOTIS
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SUPER MATCHA

Walking down the Seongsu-dong Cafe Street, a snow-white tall building appears, and a knee-high green cellophane sign reads 

"Super Matcha." This is the home of Malo, the world's first whisking robot. Whisking is an act of rapidly stirring matcha in a tea 

ceremony to make small bubbles. The elegant curve of the tea whisk, a tool for whisking, harmonizes with the gently-moving 

robotic arm to create unexpected beauty. They say it is a robot that inherits the skills of the masters of the tea ceremony. At 

first, I was puzzled by its intended use, but after watching its constant speed and angle to whisk the tea, now I fully understand 

the value of this robot. It saves about 40% of the manual whisking time, which is a great help in the ordinary cafe operation. 

The smooth, powerful movement of the robotic arm is as impressive as the deep green color of matcha on each white table in 

the cafe with a wide open front and back. As soon as you sip a sweet and soft matcha latte, you will fall for Malo. 

Good As a Tea Master
Super Matcha in Seongsu

Address 19, Seoul Forest 6-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Korea Contact +82-70-4632-3882
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Located on the second basement floor,  but 

still an incredibly bright space, no border exists 

in Lounge'X as there is no wall. It is a cafe 

connecting the present and the future. Close to 

the counter, you can see Baris, a hand-drip coffee 

robot sitting proudly. It is not only an object 

displaying the sensational look of technology but 

a true barista that gives you the best-ever coffee 

with different drip technologies customized for 

different coffee beans. Baris has a set of drip-

tech profiles to make a perfect hand-drip coffee 

without any errors. The upgraded Baris 2.0 

takes up to 5 minutes to brew three hand drips 

thanks to the newly-added feature of continuous 

extraction. Only "Baris" can do this as a person 

cannot brew several cups of hand drip coffee at 

the same time. When you sit down in Lounge'X, 

a serving robot “Pang Shuttle” brings you a 

dessert. It jockeys around avoiding obstacles and 

manages to reach you. This is possible as Pang 

Shuttle is equipped with a "mapping" technology 

that achieves the recognition of obstacles based 

on the pre-saved cafe map image. There have 

been no record of any mis-deliveries so far.

Not a Barista, but "Baris“
Lounge’X in Yeoksam

Address B2, Gangnam N Tower, 129 Teheran-ro, 

Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Contact +82-2-6250-0924
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The vast collections of the National Museum 

of Korea, which is visited by more than 3.5 

million a year, always raises your expectations.  

However, you may be rather overwhelmed by 

all those priceless antiquities and cannot figure 

out how/where to start taking it all in. At that 

very moment, a robot at the entrance catches 

your eyes. It is "QI," a curating robot of the 

National Museum of Korea. As you get closer 

and say, "Hello, what's your name?" then, QI 

will answer you back with a distinctly jaunty 

voice. Ask QI any question on a collection and 

QI will explain it skillfully, moving across the 

museum. QI features voice recognition and 

autonomous driving, and when the museum 

has many visitors, you will just have to wait for 

your turn to say hello to this popular guide. The 

museum introduced QI in 2018 and updated 

all the content last year to better serve visitors. 

QI is the oldest robot presently being used in 

the domestic public institutions. I am not sure 

why but a familiar robot standing in front of 

the magnificent 10-story Kyongchonsa Temple 

pagoda makes my heart flutter. 

Any Question? Ask QI! 
National Museum of Korea in Yongsan

Address 137 Servingo-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

Contact +82-2-2077-9000
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Eyewear SelectBot, is a robot that guards the Garosu-

gil pop-up store of Jerrican Design, an eyewear design 

brand. This SelectBot is responsible for the clip-on 

eyewear line of Jerrican Design; with the clip-on line, 

you may simply replace the color lenses. When a 

customer selects a frame by touching the screen and 

two types of clip-ons in various colors in the store, 

SelectBot takes out the selected product and puts it in 

a package tin case. Jerrican Design  decided to use  an 

AR-based application to realize better collaboration with 

SelectBot. Consumers can  try on and order products at 

home without visiting the store, and based on the order 

data, glasses that fit their face will be recommended. 

From product recommendation to packaging, Jerrican 

Design's AI and robot friends will soon be your best 

shopping partner for your stylish eyewear. 

Let me pick the right 
glasses for you
Jerrican Design in Garosu-gil

Address 3F, Street Alley 36, Dosan-daero 13-gil, 

Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Contact Jerrican design +82-2-6959-8129
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b;eat 
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I entered my favorite store, MINISO, but found 

a stranger. What is this? As I approached, it 

said to me, "I am the manager," not a customer. 

Temi, the manager, developed by Hyulim Robot, 

works at multiple branches of MINISO. Its red-

colored neat design and compact size perfectly 

match the brand image of MINISO. You will 

let your guard down as Temi follows you like 

a pet by quickly recognizing your movement. 

Sensitive LiDAR sensors were applied to 

implement an advanced form of autonomous  

driving. Temi is making great contributions to 

the shop, especially in finding that one item 

you are looking for out  of all those wonderfully 

diverse items. Temi can also introduce certain 

products fit for customers based on their age/

needs information. When connected through 

the QR code, you may take a shot with Marble 

characters as it supports AR. 

TEMI will find and get it for you 
Miniso in Daehakro

Address 144 Daehak-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Contact Hulim Robot +82-32-329-5482

This is what a robot crane FIXEL and 

unmanned counter look like. FIXEL is moving 

the ordered items up and down. The 60th 

b;eat cafe, a brand of Dalkomm Coffee, 

located in E-mart, Cheonggyecheon is a high-

tech specialty store. Unlike other robot cafes 

where clerks and robots work together, b;eat 

is a completely unattended robot cafe run 

solely by FIXEL. You may use on-site kiosks or 

Dalkomm's app for ordering coffee; you can 

order by voice through the Dalkomm coffee 

app. You can pick two types of beans, (3-level) 

strength of coffee, and adjust the amount of 

syrup. Once your final menu is selected and 

the button is pressed, the robot friend starts to 

make your coffee, gently and quickly shaking 

his head. The coffee is made and put on the 

serving plate in a minute. Now, just enter your 

order number to open the outlet and get your 

coffee. Sit back, soothe your weariness from 

shopping with the cup of coffee, and give a 

nod to this addictive robot friend again. 

Coffee with a robot friend?
Robot Cafe b;eat in Cheonggyecheon

Address Within E-Mart Cheonggyecheon Branch, 

400 Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

Contact Dalkomm Coffee +82-1661-1167



People Making 
the Future of AI and 

Robots 
"Humankind", who has overcome the limitations of human muscles 

by using machines since the Industrial Revolution, is now trying to 

overcome the limitations of the human brain with AI."  In a similar vein to 

this insight, we are now living in another era of the industrial revolution. 

From the intellectuals of this ivory tower talking with robots and 

breathing with AI to the entrepreneurs at the center of the 4th industrial 

revolution wave, and to technical administrators who help them draw an 

expansive picture. We gratefully met these people who are running at 

the forefront of the AI   and robot race in Seoul. Why? Because they are 

the future of Seoul in the era of the fourth industrial revolution. 

I, Robot  Han Jaekwon, Hanyang University

AI is the future of education Lim Wancheol, Sungshin Women's University

Technology greatly benefits humans Cho Wonkyu, CEO of Skelter Labs

In the end, humans comes first Kim Hyungchul, IITP

Thinking about the future of AI Kim Younghwan, the head of AIRI 

Are you sick? I am sick, too Kim Jongyoon, CEO of Scatter Lab

When the 4th industry meets the 1st industry Kyong Nogyeom, CEO of AID Korea 

His robot looks like an insect Jeong Gwangpil, SNUST

Dreaming of a warmer world with robots Park Jong-gun, CEO of CIRCULUS

Lunar exploring robot “Made in Korea” Lee Wooseub, KIST 

Yoon Deokho, a Future boy Yoon Deokho, VP, Konan Technology 



You have made many robots, 

including the ski robot "Diana," 

the football robot "Alice," and the 

disaster rescue robot "Ddolmang." 

So many memories that have occurred 

for each robot, and there is a lot to 

talk about. One of my favorite robots 

is the humanoid robot "Alice" who 

participated in the Robo Cup 2018, a 

robot soccer tournament.

What is Robo Cup? I heard that Alice 

won three Robo Cups. The Robo Cup 

is one of the most prestigious and 

competitive robot soccer contests. 

With the current lev el of technology, 

it's not easy for a robot to tell what 

a soccer ball or goalpost looks like or 

identify its position in the field. As only 

the teams with the current solution to 

these problems are able to compete 

in the Robo Cup, you may think how 

competitive the contest is; only the top 

classes can survive. There was a news 

article on Alice with the title of “Three 

Wins,” but I actually won only once. 

It was back in 2011, when I was at 

Professor Dennis Hong's lab at Virginia 

Tech. At that time I led the US national 

team and won the Robo Cup that year. 

Then, in the two years that followed, 

other members from the same lab 

won the trophy. So, let me take this 

opportunity to correct the title; I just 

won once, not three times. (Laughter) 

How is the football humanoid   

robot made? A football humanoid 

robot requires a proper set of hardware 

for fast and stable walking and AI 

technology to devise the tactics for 

each situation. For this reason, it 

requires an intensive collaboration 

between AI and hardware researchers. 

You may think a humanoid robot is 

like an engineering museum since all 

the implementable engineering skills 

are applied. A sentence from a news 

article comes  to mind; it was "The 

most important aspect for developing 

humanoid robots is ethics." 

Robots’ roles can be completely 

different depending on how they 

are developed and used. That's why 

developers and users should always 

be ethical. A reporter once wrote 

a misleading article on KAIST, a 

prominent high-tech university in Korea; 

in the article, the reporter argued that 

KAIST has a plan to construct an R&D 

center to develop a "killer robot." In 

fact, KAIST had an AI center, and that 

center once carried out several military 

projects. Military robots are now being 

developed in many countries including 

the United States, It was a KAIST's 
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I,
Robot

Robots that we could see only in Sci-Fi films have already stepped into our 

daily lives. Han Jaekwon, a professor of robotics at Hanyang University, 

talks about humans and the promises and cooperation that are likely to exist 

between humans and robots. W
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effort to catch up with following the 

R&D trend. There is an unwritten rule 

among the researchers: The last resort 

to kill people should never be robots. 

According to the rule, robots shall not 

be able to pull the trigger in their own 

judgment. So, the term "killer robot" 

itself used in the article clearly crossed 

the line. Many researchers declared a 

boycott and refused to collaborate with 

KAIST and it soon became controversial 

around the world. The president of 

KAIST had to send out emails to clear 

up the misunderstanding to all the 

researchers. At that time I personally 

realized ethical unity exists among 

researchers. The greatest weapon 

of humankind is commitment and 

cooperation. 

They say that the robot arm will 

be cheaper and used more in the 

future. Will the labor-providing 

robots complement human's 

shortcomings? When people and 

robots collaborate, a tremendous 

synergy arises. Robots are not able to 

improvise and cannot be as meticulous 

as we are, while we find it difficult to 

do repetitive tasks. When two objects 

with opposite natures meet, a synergy 

effect will be generated for sure. Highly 

efficient co-work will be possible. Robots 

shall be deployed for the jobs that 

are cumbersome or time-consuming 

for people to do. As robots are 

advantageous to us from an economic 

perspective, you will see an increasing 

number of robots working together with 

humans down the road.  

Is there an area in which human-

robot collaboration is particularly 

anticipated? For the field of distribution, 

a human-robot parcel delivery system 

is in pilot operation. I think robots will 

prove its competence in the intensively-

growing market of distribution. Robots 

cannot carry out the entire parcel 

delivery process alone, but when it is 

put in the final stage of the delivery, we 

may expect extremely high levels of 

efficiency.It's called a "last mile" solution; 

robots are deployed for the final stage 

of parcel delivery such as waiting for an 

elevator and/or delivering parcels finally 

to the customers. This will save the time 

of the riders (delivery men) and raise 

customer satisfaction/preference.



AI is the 
Future of 
Education

What is your role as a future 

education policy advisor? 

Since 2018, as a policy advisor for 

the Seoul Future Education, I have 

been working with the officials of the 

Ministry of Education or the Offices 

of Education in cities and provinces,  

discussing the best ways to apply new 

technologies to policies. 

By using technology, is it possible to 

improve the quality of education? 

Rather than improving the quality of 

education, we may say technology 

helps students perform more diverse 

activities. We cannot assert that 

education with technology provides a 

higher quality experience than the one 

without technology. 

But one thing I can say for sure is 

that we will have unprecedented 

opportunities out of a new technology 

experience in education when 

equipped with technology. In fact, there 

is a case in which, through education 

using big data, students became 

more interested in their classroom 

environment, statistical system, or 

school building design. 

Can you tell me more about the 

concept of “technology experience”  

that you have just mentioned?  

For students, big data, Internet of 

Things (IoT), and artificial intelligence 

(AI)  are all subjects that the students 

wish to explore. A boy who just became 

an elementary schooler in 2011 said, 

“The classroom is cold.” He actually 

had no way of checking the classroom 

temperature or figuring out how cold 

or warm it was. That's  the exact 

point when I started to think of IoT for 

classrooms. I thought "if I measure and 

share the room temperature data of 

the classroom using IoT, it can be a

good content for education." I am 

currently working on a project that 

uses real-time temperature data from 

classrooms to study math or science.

Then what is the role of technology 

in education? 

Technology is a tool you can use to 

quickly adapt and get used to the 

changing world. Understanding and 

experiencing technology will be one 

of the basic skills to adapt to a rapidly 

changing society. Educators will 

be able to experience new ways of 

teaching thanks to technology. You 

don't need to experience or learn all 

the technologies, but keep in mind that 

who had been involved in the 

information campaign for a long time. 

I took on the role of education at the 

center because I wanted to study, from 

the perspective of human rights, how 

to manage and use the information 

provided by the education community, 

especially if it contains data on people. 

This year's goal is to create guidelines 

on the classification/management 

criteria of the learner's private 

information. 

What is needed in the future for 

a desirable future education? We 

need an agency that can accurately 

understand the needs of both 

education and AI. People with expertise 

in AI can be found only in the industrial 

sectors. Public education practitioners 

do not know how to apply AI even if 

they need it. Technical experts also 

have little knowledge on education. 

That's why I keep arguing that we 

urgently need a specialized institution 

that is capable of coordinating/

overseeing both areas.

several core technologies that have 

emerged recently are highly likely to 

change the world we live in. We will 

see both positive and negative aspects 

of the world with AI. By introducing the 

emerging technologies into education, 

students can experience them in 

advance and develop the abilities to 

think and judge wisely. 

There may be some concerns about 

integrating AI technology into 

education. The education industry is 

trying to predict the future of students 

with AI, which is called a "personalized 

service." The aim of this is to predict 

the future of a student based on his or 

her sophisticated data (e.g. what the 

student is good or poor at, what kind of 

job will be right, the possibility of giving 

up math, etc.). This is actually the roles 

of parents or homeroom teachers, but 

they are trying to replace them with AI. 

To be honest, I'm a lttle worried about 

this replacement as well.

So, such a concern made you 

participate in the establishment of 

the Institute for Digital Rights? 

The Institute for Digital Rights is a 

research center founded by people 

Professor Lim Wancheol of 

Sungshin Women's University, 

who also serves as a policy 

advisor for the Seoul Future 

Education, of the riders apply 

cutting-edge technologies, 

including AI, to education.
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You developed and launched 

an internet phone application 

called Dialpad and served as the 

development head at Google Korea 

for a whopping 7 years starting 

from 2007. What impressed you 

most while working at Google?  

Those days at Google are very special 

to me; absolutely, it was a time. I 

could understand what the company 

Google pursues. Google is basically a 

technology-oriented company, which 

means it is always in need of an 

extensive pool of excellent developers. 

To attract as many outstanding people 

as possible, Google wanted to have a 

unique company culture. 

Google tried to recruit the best talent, 

continue to motivate its people, and 

create a cultural environment where all 

Technology 
Widely 
Benefits 
Humans
Cho Wonkyu, CEO of Skelter Labs.

As the first generation of Korean 

venture businesses, he has managed 

v a r i o u s  t e c h n o l o g y  s t a r t u p s 

successfully for the past 20 years and 

has laid the groundwork for many 

domestic talents to tap the global 

stage.

of its employees voluntarily work and 

achieve excellence themselves. Google 

is trying to make it better even at this 

moment. While working there, I could 

learn and feel the company's timely 

growth process, system and culture. 

You walked away from such a 

great job at Google and founded a 

venture, Skelter Labs. The process 

must have been difficult anyway. 

Google has evolved into a giant 

dinosaur. So giant that even a decent 

startup project became economically 

infeasible inside Google; even if you 

propose a business that is expected 

to generate annual profits of 100 

billion won, Google has grown too 

big and the profit of 100 billion won 

was not  a large enough amount to 

put  in the necessary resources such 

as humanpower, time, and effort. By 

then, Google was too constrained to 

implement and realize any ideas. That 

was the biggest reason for leaving 

Google and starting SkelterLabs.

What does SkelterLabs do? The 

company uses machine intelligence to 

develop and realize technologies that 

make people's lives more pleasant 

and happier. To this end, we have 

three major business areas. First is 

"Hyperpersonalization". It is a skill 

to understand and learn users. By 

learning the user data such as tastes, 

habits, hobbies, likes and dislikes, we 

make suggestions, recommendations, 

and provide the assistance that fit each 

user's situation. For instance, when 

a user passes a convenience store, 

we recommend something the user 

may like or need, or pick a movie the 

user may like to see in his or her spare 

time. Second is "Conversation Skills" 

using AI. Actually we are still new to 

this area, but we have recently made 

noticeable technical developments. The W
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last is the "Internet of Things (IoT)". It 

is a technology that connects products 

and objects, and puts intelligence on 

them to convey influences and benefits 

for life itself.

What technology is Skelter Labs 

most focused on today? In recent 

years, more efforts have been put into 

chatbots and other applications based 

on voice recognition and conversational 

skills. At the end of last year, we 

completed technical commercialization, 

and this year, we are in the stage of 

verifying its profitability. 

What was your goal when you 

created Skelter Labs? At the time of 

founding this company, the goal was 

to collaborate with various companies 

based on our solid technology. 

However, there were some twists and 

turns in the course of the business, and 

I came to modify my goal. Currently, 

Skelter Labs aims to develop and 

commercialize its AI-based technology. 

After four long years of hard work, we 

finalized our own AI-based technology 

last year, and are now in the stage of 

witnessing the business performance.

Skelter Labs is the No. 1 company in 

Korea in terms of technical prowess 

in the field, and ranks high in the 

overseas markets as well. In fact, we 

have a plan to develop the overseas 

markets. This year, we will primarily 

focus on the domestic market, and 

then next year, we will be gearing up 

for the global stage.

The term "artificial intelligence or 

AI" has become commonplace. Can 

you briefly tell me what AI means 

to you? AI is now being used as a 

marketing term. About twenty years 

ago, there was a clear line between 

artificial intelligence and non-artificial 

intelligence. Now, AI is the foundation 

of almost every technology. AI itself 

is a keyword as well as a brand. It 

is already an essential part of our 

daily lives. We simply do not realize 

it, but everyday life now goes with 

AI unwittingly. Users' expectations 

for artificial intelligence have risen 

accordingly, and technology advances 

much faster than before. 

What will be the foundation 

required for the decent growth of 

domestic AI companies? Skelter 

Labs is a tech company. Possessing 

excellent technology itself is the 

biggest advantage. However, it is 

not easy for a tech company to grow 

and show visible results in Korea. 

Unlike Korea, the larger-sized overseas 

markets value the technology itself and 

the added-values it will create, rather 

than revenue or other numbers. This is 

because they want to see the future 

potential with the technology. In Korea, 

we do not have such a culture, making 

it quite difficult for a tech company to 

pursue both technical advances and 

profits. When we perform projects 

in Korea where tech companies are 

relatively rare, we have to explain 

our situation while convincing the 

client, which is a huge burden for tech 

startups like Skelter Labs. I truly hope 

that a culture that recognizes the value 

and potential of different aspects of 

technology can settle soon in Korea 

as well. In addition, I also expect that 

various government support/policies 

are implemented to better support tech 

companies. 

Where will Skelter Labs be in 10 

years from now? We will be standing 

firmly on the global stage and Koreans 

will be proud of us especially in the 

field of AI. I really want the business 

to grow in that direction and will spare 

no effort to achieve it. As mentioned 

earlier, we are working on many AI-

based projects, but our ultimate goal is 

to benefit humans through technology. 

Various technologies can be combined 

to share a greater life change and 

benefits with many people. Based on 

the current pace of development, we 

can assume that the technological 

development will take a leap forward 

and, in many sectors, people will be 

able to feel such advances.  
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In the end, 
humans 
come 
first

What organization is IITP and what 

role do you play there? IITP is a 

organization under the Ministry of 

Science and ICT and in charge of the 

government's R&D investment in the 

field of ICT. Policy decisions are made 

by the ministry but the actual budget 

is allocated by IITP. My position "PM", 

an abbreviation of "Program Manager," 

means a private expert providing 

technical advice and support for the 

R&D investment of the ministry. I 

suggest a direction in consideration of 

global trends and the situation in Korea, 

plan specific projects, and make items 

for investment.

In 2018, the ICT R&D Technology 

Roadmap 2023 was announced. 

What is the roadmap for? It is a 

map that provides information on the 

government's investment directions. 

The roadmap is to be set every five 

years, but every year, it is slightly tuned. 

This year, a revised version will be 

unveiled. Essentially, the government 

suggests an appropriate direction of 

technology for the private sector, so that 

the private sector can take an interest 

in and prepare in line with it for their 

instance, if your vehicle in autonomous 

driving mode slows down suddenly 

and you ask why, you cannot receive 

an answer back. However, when the 

road map is implemented, it will give 

you a specific answer like "the speed is 

reduced because there is a truck on the 

other side and there are many children 

around it." I cannot confirm that this will 

be fully realized by 2023, but when the 

investment and development goes well 

according to the tech roadmap, this will 

be our future. 

future business. If you are well prepared 

according to the roadmap, opportunities  

will arise where you can receive funds 

from the government.

What does the government consider 

the most when it creates support for 

AI? If we have an advanced technology 

and good market potential, our private 

sector will conduct business well and 

grow without our support. The question 

is when we only possess good potential 

without technology. That's where we 

should come in. Sometimes, we have 

good technology but the market is 

weak. In that case, the government 

should explore opportunities to create 

new markets.

If the ICT R&D roadmap is 

implemented, how will the lives of 

Seoul citizens in 2023 be different? 

I try to be careful when answering 

this type of question because some 

may think the future I forecast is too 

exaggerated or a lie. I'll talk about 

2023 under the premise that the 

investment is made well and everything 

works fine (laughter). Speakers with 

a voice recognition feature are now 

commercially available, but their 

performance is poor, and and can only 

really provide simple information such 

as the weather forecast. If the current 

roadmap is well implemented, however, 

it will be possible to make a basic 

communication with the speaker. For 

What is the main reason for investing 

in AI by the public sector? 

In 2016, I had the chance to meet 

the CTO of the White House with 

the Deputy U.S. Secretary of State. I 

asked him, "What sector should the 

US government invest in?" His answer 

was "Human and AI collaboration." That 

meant the government should make 

further efforts to enhance collaboration 

between humans and AI. At that time, 

I also gave my presentation on the 

direction of the intelligence information 

society strategy that our government 

was preparing for. This thought was 

reflected in the AI   national strategy 

announced by the Korean government 

at the end of last year. At the end of 

the day, it is a human problem. Many 

dark aspects of AI exist, of course, 

including fake data, AI divide, job 

losses, etc. Under the circumstances, 

our role is to continue to watch for the 

dark effects that AI can have on people 

and invest in a way that complements 

them.

Dr. Kim Hyungchul, AI PM at the Institute of ICT Planning & 

Evaluation (IITP) is one of the key members who determine 

AI-related government policies. He has to split his time minute 

by minute to wrestle with unfamiliar policies and documents, 

but he is always saying that "humans" should be the top 

priority to consider in the government's AI policy.
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AI Intelligence Research Institute (AIRI) 

appears to be a national organization. 

It is a research institute established in 

2016 with the support of the government 

and companies. A total of 7 private 

companies were supposed to invest in 

AIRI, along with special support from the 

government. There have been, however, 

changes for several reasons, and now 

AIRI is considered to be a "corporation" or 

"business" trying to generate profits. 

You worked in an ICT company for 31 

years, which means you witnessed 

the entire development process 

of communications. From your 

experience, how quickly do you think 

AI technology will advance? After 

finishing my master's degree at KAIST, 

I worked at KT for 31 years, and ended 

up my career there as VP and CEO. Yes, 

I was on the front line of such a rapid 

growth of the communications market 

in Korea, from telephones in the 1980s, 

to data and the Internet in the 1990s, 

and to mobile communications in the 

mid-2000s. Come to think of it, the 

world has completely changed during 

the past twenty years. I am sure that AI 

will change this world again much, much 

faster, since we have open sources, a 

vast volume of data, and other relevant 

technologies being developed even at 

this moment.

I would like to have your macro view 

on the AI industry itself, since you 

were in the industry for so long. I 

always think of the industries that will 

require AI in the end. The technical 

development of AI itself matters, of 

course, but if we start to apply AI to 

Korea's world-class industries such 

as the semiconductor, automobile, 

petrochemical and shipbuilding, our 

technical level of AI will soon be 

uncomparable on the global market. In 

order to secure "quality AI humanpower," 

the existing software engineers should 

be retrained so that they can work and 

contribute as AI specialists. In addition, 

legislation related to AI will have to be 

prepared. 

What technologies is AIRI mainly 

focusing on amid such a rapid change 

in the AI industry? As mentioned earlier, 

rather than developing and advancing 

the technology, we will be focusing 

more on the areas where the technical 

applications can materialize. AIRI has 

made intelligent guides by combining 

voice recognition, video recognition AI 

and the IoT to provide various services. 

In 2019, after taking office as the 

second head of AIRI, I made a complete 

transition from a research institute to 

a company, and realized that research 

combining multiple technologies was no 

longer competitive. Thus, we selected 

and started to concentrated on some 

of our technologies; at present, they 

are financial tech and visual recognition 

AI. We are now developing a way 

to apply the Vision's AI technology, 

which recognizes movements, to the 

production of kids' characters and 

images.
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Thinking 
about the 
Future 
of AI 
From an institute to a company. We 

met with Kim Younghwan, the head 

of AI Intelligence Research Institute 

(AIRI), which is standing at the 

crossroads of innovation.
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Are you
sick? 
I am sick, 
too

Love and romance are the 

two biggest challenges of 

humankind. We met with Kim 

Jongyoon, CEO of Scatter 

Lab, who is trying to resolve 

these challenges with AI.

What does Scatter Lab do? Today's AI 

is mostly about taking care of annoying 

or difficult jobs for people. Scatter Lab, 

however, focuses on more "social" AI. 

That's why we say we are competing 

with "pets." Pets cannot do your job 

for you, but they can be emotionally 

connected to you. My team believes 

we can make a subject that can 

communicate with people emotionally 

like pets.  

PingPong Builder was mounted on 

the Charlotte speaker, an AI speaker 

released by Lotte Shopping. Is 

your PingPong Builder the primary 

focus these days? Creating AI for 

free conversation is the ultimate goal 

of Scatter Lab. There are many things 

that can be done to achieve this, and 

Charlotte Home is one of them.  

TextAt, Ginger, Science of Romance, 

and PingPong Builder. It appears to 

be an evolution of "emotional" AI 

rather than "functional" AI. TextAt 

is a project that began as a university 

assignment. Initially, it began out of  

curiosity, but we have come this far. 

The message to the person you are 

attracted to should be different from 

other ordinary messages on KakaoTalk. 

This means, by analyzing the content 

of people's messages, we may infer 

whether the other person is attracted to 

you or not. For this analysis, we could 

collect a large volume of voluntary data 

of KakaoTalk conversations. 

The next release was Ginger, 

which was a service of Between, 

a messenger application for 

lovers. Right. It was a service like 

"Love Manager" that can analyze a 

conversation between lovers in real time 

and take care of their emotional status. 

For instance, if your lover says that he 

often feels tired these days, Ginger will 

catch it and give advice to you. Initially, 

its function was mainly focused on 

taking care of your lover's emotional 

status, but now it also takes care of you. 

If you send a message like "I'm having 

ramen now" to your lover, Ginger will 

figure it out and ask, "Why don't you 

have a decent meal rather than ramen?" 

The users' reaction was hot when 

Ginger started to take care of even the 

user. When watching the users' growing 

affection for Ginger, I thought that AI 

didn't have to be functional. Something 

emotional might be the service that 

is suitable for customers. So, I tried 

to reflect this enlightenment to my 

service, and the result is PingPong; 

PingPong Builder makes it easy to apply 

PingPong's daily conversation skills to 

other AIs.

In fact, forming a conversation 

between people is not an easy 

job. In that sense, your work is 

remarkable. Right. Luna's case is just 

one example. At the moment, it is 

impossible to predict when and how 

such an emotional exchange will start 

and deepen the attachments with AI. 

But, research on new technologies is 

under way. Our attitude to continue the 

study step by step by checking small 

achievements is important.  

Your story is possible because you 

have the required technology. Your 

team is more like a lab that analyzes 

human psychology than IT.  The app 

“Science of Romance” is an extension 

of your psychology study? "Science 

of Romance" is a popular application 

that generates content on romance and 

psychology based on scientific data. We 

have a record of 2.5 million downloads in 

Korea and 500,000 downloads in Japan. 

I personally like to read psychological 

papers, and sometime find many 

interesting experiments. So I added 

some experiments based on statistical 

analysis and psychological thesis. Being 

good at dating means knowing me well 

and thinking deeply about relationships. 

In that sense, Science of Love is an 

AI that has learned about 1 billion 

conversations. 

What will be the main business of 

Scatter Lab in the future? 

I want my users to use the AI for the 

sake of conversation; in other words, 

you talk to AI to build up a friendship. 

More technologies are needed to 

achieve this, and currently we are 

developing a B2C service. We will 

further upgrade our AI so that it can 

achieve a high-level and fun conversation 

with people.
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When the 
4th industry 
meets the 
1st industry

Tell me about your company, AID 

Korea? Your company name sounds 

reliable. The main users of our service 

are livestock farmers. So, I decided 

on a company name that can be 

easily accepted by the farmers. AID 

Korea is where AI, biotechnology, and 

veterinary experts work; currently, we 

have a total of 24 people including R&D 

personnel and 5 veterinarians. We have 

developed a system called "Farmsplan" 

that enables the management of 

livestock based on the studied immune 

system of livestock, analyzed big data, 

and veterinary consulting. Currently, we 

are focusing on pigs, but we also have  

a plan to cover battery hens and cattle.

I wonder what AI can do for the 

livestock industry. How is AI used? 

In ordinary cases, a single person has 

to manage 1,000 pigs, which means 

it is difficult to keep track of the pig's 

abnormal behavior in a timely manner. 

In most cases, it is discovered after 

death, and then the type of the 

disease is examined, and medicines 

weak pride in their business, even if 

pork is always in high demand in the 

domestic market. The intuitive and 

clear design for the Farmsplan's report 

is intended to give farmers a feeling of 

being treated. I wanted to help raise 

their pride in the livestock industry and 

to make them feel how valuable the 

livestock data is for their business. In 

this way, they will start to think that 

they are contributing to this important 

primary industry. 

If it is to introduce an unprecedented 

system to the farms, then costs 

should matter. We collect 1,000 won 

for each pig every month. If a farm 

breeds 1,000 pigs, they should spend 

more than 5 million won for drugs 

each month. With our solution, they 

can prevent diseases in advance while 

saving costs for drugs and feed. This 

will lead to an improved productivity. 

In the livestock industry, a wide gap 

exists from country to country, and 

from farm to farm, depending on their 

experience and know-how. AI, which 

can do the job of human eyes, can 

bridge this gap. Reducing the gap 

could benefit farmers, animals, and 

even consumers.

What would you like to do in the 

future? We aim to manage about 1 

million pigs in Korea at all times and 

have a plan to develop the Malaysian 

market. Based on our accumulated 

data, we have also launched a brand 

called "Nice To Meat" that sells 

domestic pork that has never been ill. 

Providing reliable data that consumers 

can trust is possible because of 

the farm management solution we 

offer. Once our business for animal 

healthcare settles well, we will expand 

our business scope to include pet 

healthcare. 

are administered to the entire farm. 

With Farmsplan, however, we may 

draw up a healthcare plan based on 

the data of blood regularly collected 

from pigs and the video data taken 

by a camera installed in front of a pig 

room. Blood data analysis, abnormal 

behavior detection, and weight data 

analysis can be all processed by AI. The 

AI-processed data is then forwarded 

to a livestock veterinarian for the final 

prescription.

Has this been commercialized 

already? Currently, about 150,000 pigs 

are being managed. Of course, this 

number is quite small as the total 

number of pigs in Korea is about 10 

million, but more and more farms are 

aware of the need to manage livestock 

with AI. Earlier this year, in a ICT 2020 

work plan briefing session to the 

President by the Ministry of Science 

and ICT, the Farmsplan's solution was 

demonstrated. 

Farmsplan's data is also intuitively 

and neatly designed to make it 

easier for users to understand. 

Most of the livestock farms do not 

have signs. This is because they take 

As the fourth industry grows, we are seeing a widening gap between 

those areas where the latest technologies are easily available and 

other isolated areas. Kyong Nogyeom, CEO of AID Korea is a person 

who is striving to advance the livestock industry by utilizing the 

cutting-edge AI technology.
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Skillful hands appear to be more 

important than I thought in this 

lab. I would have a bit of a different 

view because it is a "robot" lab. I'm 

interested in making small, fist-sized 

robots. It is called “Mili-scale robot.” 

In particular, my lab mostly focuses on 

implementing unique and interesting 

motions. So, currently I am studying 

the mili-scale robot system in the 

biomimetic design lab at Seoul National 

University of Science and Technology. 

I see some beetle-shaped robots 

here, Do you make these yourself? 

Right. In order to conduct this robot 

study, I closely observe small creatures 

in nature such as insects, reptiles, and 

other small animals on the National 

Geographic or the BBC EARTH 

channel; I check some noticeable 

motions and try to implement it in 

my lab by reinterpreting the motions 

from an engineering point of view 

and designing a new mechanical 

system. The beetle-shaped robot is a 

microscopic biomimetic robot being 

His robot 
looks like 
an insect

Prof. Jeong Gwangpil's lab at Seoul 

National University of Science 

and Technology looks more like a 

craftsman's workshop than a robotics 

lab. Professor Jeong's hands are busy 

creating his mechanical beetles with 

iron and drill. W
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 What processes are needed to 

discover and implement an exciting 

motion? When we found a motion, 

we first read the papers and literature 

written by ecologists. Then, we try 

to make a simple, makeshift version 

quickly, and then try to find the most-

feasible mechanical design. Based 

on the design, we make a prototype. 

It usually takes a year for the first 

prototypes to come out.

Is it possible for an ordinary person 

just interested in robots to design 

and build their own? Watching 

all these familiar tools in this 

lab, I would like to try if possible. 

Nowadays so many people enjoy 

making robots themselves. A wide 

range of open sources are available 

online, and you may buy a 3D printer 

at an affordable price. There are some 

developed for military purposes. This 

beetle robot can secretly infiltrate the 

enemy camp as if it is a real insect 

and send the visual information of the 

enemy to the allies. 

So it is like you are reproducing 

and engineering the movement of a 

creature created by God. What is the 

motion you are interested in most 

these days? A Shooting Manipulator 

that simulates a chameleon's tongue.  

The chameleon's tongue has an 

amazing ability to snatch prey in a 

spot about 1.5 times farther than 

its body length at an acceleration of 

about 500m/s^2. Explosive energy 

generation and energy flow control are 

essential to achieve such an ultra-fast 

motion of the chameleon's tongue. 

Now, the shooting manipulator is being 

actively developed. 

companies that make a customized 

robot for your according to your design. 

You may try simply with Arduino as 

well.

When it comes to biomimetic 

robots, I think, "as science and 

technology develop, they get closer 

to nature and eventually everything 

is likely to converge." What do you 

say? That is a very difficult question to 

answer. I am in this field since this is 

the area I am interested in most. I feel 

happy whenever I find the incredible 

motions of insects to mimic and in the 

process of redesigning and reproducing 

the motions as an engineer. If I pile up 

the implementation cases of numerous 

motions, I think, someday, they will be 

used in the application field.

What will the future of Seoul look 

like when robots continue to evolve? 

Robots will gradually come into 

people's daily lives. Many large-scale 

companies are already making inroads 

into this field, unveiling robots that 

interact safely with humans in close 

proximity. If safety and intelligence are 

upgraded further, I think, one day, we 

will have C-3PO (a robot featured in 

the film Star Wars) at each home for 

cleaning. Personally, I've become quite 

tired of raising children these days 

(laughter). So I truly hope that robots 

can help with complicated jobs like 

childcare as soon as possible.

CIRCULUS drew global attention in 2017 

when it was selected as one of the top 

10 startups by Mobile World Congress 

(MWC), beating numerous other IT 

companies across the world. It was 

possible thanks to its cute companion 

robot, Pibo. Mr. Park, CIRCULUS in 

2016, and according to him, starting 

from his elementary school years, he 

has always been in love with computer 

games. He attended a gaming 

competition as a college student, and 

while taking a year off, he worked at a 

games company. After graduation, his 

first official job was understandably at 

an ICT company which was a perfect 

fit for him. His company life was fun 

itself. However, working on computers 

and software, mostly alone, he came 

to realize "the relationship between 

people is really important." Thus, he 

started thinking of how he could help 

build "relationships among people" 

using his software development skills. 

The answer was "robot," especially a 

"companion robot" that can interact with 

people. Mr. Park hopes that his "warm" 

robot technology can be a good friend 

for all kinds of people.

Korea plans to send a landing module 

to the moon before 2030. A robot 

will be loaded on the module for 

its special mission: Rover. Rover is 

a space robot that will explore the 

surface of the moon. The person 

who is responsible for developing 

Rover is Mr. Lee Woo-seop, the lead 

researcher at the Korea Institute of 

Science and Technology (KIST). Since 

2004, he has led the development of 

a robotic system that can be used in 

space exploration, surgery, medical 

care, and extreme work conditions. He 

conducted research on the robots for 

nuclear decommissioning as a Ph.D 

project and developed ROBHAZ, an 

explosive handling robot. His history 

clearly demonstrates what area he is 

interested in and in which direction he 

is heading for as a robot engineer.

Someday, Rover will explore the moon, 

enduring 130 degrees at daytime and 

minus 170 degrees at night. His dream 

is to reunite with Rover when he 

himself can travel to the moon. I hope 

that his dream of such a reunion, which 

can be seen only in SF movies now, 

can come true.

A boy called Deokho loved math, 

but out of his strong curiosity about 

"computer," he decided to study 

computer engineering at Seoul National 

University. For his master's and doctoral 

studies, he chose natural language 

processing, among the AI techniques. 

He joined Konan Technology in 1999 

when he was a professor of information 

and communications engineering at 

Hannam University. Mr. Yoon Deok-

ho has been in charge of developing 

software for broadcasting and media. 

He became interested in AI again 

after watching the game between 

Lee Sedol and Alphago. Back in the 

1980s, he studied "knowledge-based 

AI approach," but this time, this 

veteran programmer began to study 

"data-based AI approach." His fields 

of interest also include studying the 

humanities, going to dance classes, 

and the matches of a soccer club. 

His past implies his future; he has 

been and will be a researcher and a 

developer. You can read his pledge on 

the Konan's website. "I am going to 

take a step forward as a programmer 

thinking about the world."

Dreaming of a Warmer 

World with Robots

Lunar Exploring Robot

"Made in Korea"

Yoon Deokho,

a Future Boy
Park Jong-gun, CEO of CIRCULUS Lee Wooseub, Chief Researcher, Robot Media Research 

Cetner Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST)

Yoon Deokho, VP of Konan Technology
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SEOUL HAEMONG, a fantastic media art was displayed 

along the elegant lines of the DDP building in December 

2019. It was the first project of "Seoul Light," a light festival 

of Seoul. How did Seoul's dream of expressing the past, 

present and future of Seoul with AI come true and what 

does it mean? I found the answer through 7 hashtags.

Reading the Dream 
of SEOUL HAEMONG
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Last winter, on the silver-curved surface 

of Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP), 

a story of the past, present and future 

of Seoul and Dongdaemun unfolded. It 

was AI that orchestrated the light show, 

a sub event of "Seoul Light," a festival 

co-organized by Seoul City and the 

Seoul Design Foundation. Despite the 

short preparation period of 4 months, 

"Seoul Light" took a successful first 

step. During the 15 days of the festival, 

about 1 million people visited DDP and 

enjoyed the beautiful media facade 

generated on the walls of the DDP. 

They had an open market where the 

Dongdaemun merchants, young people, 

small business owners, and designers 

joined as well as diverse performances 

including a circus, fashion show, B-boy 

dance contest, Street Theatre Troupes, 

and Chi-Ta-Dae (Korean instrument 

orchestra).

#Seoul
#Light
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Refik Anadol is a media artist who collects data using AI to create video 

art. This type of media facade work for which images are produced 

through AI is a global trend, but not many artists can artistically create 

images all over the walls of a huge building like Refik. Refik, who is from 

Turkey, already had knowledge on Korean culture, such as food, movies, 

and music. In his work "WDCH Dreams," we showed his respect for 

the media artist Paik Namjoon, the pioneer of media art by using square 

frames. In another light show "SEOUL HAEMONG," he used the square 

frames once again.  

After deciding to present a story of the past, present and future of Seoul 

and Dongdaemun, Seoul took the job of "crawling," which is to collect the 

historical data of Seoul and Dongdaemun, since Refik said Seoul would 

knows much more about the past of the city itself and Dongdaemun. 

On top of the crawling, Refik collected a vast volume of data on Seoul's 

present using Instagram hashtags (e.g. current Seoul, Dongdaemun, 

and the people there). Refik's studio in Los Angeles gathered a total of 

6 million pieces of data about the past, present and future of Seoul and 

Dongdaemun. The studio's AI designers, data designers, architects, and 

anthropologists worked together to reinterpret the data.
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Refik Anadol, Media Artist 



Refik Anadol named the video "Seoul 

HAEMONG" (no English translation for 

the title). "Seoul HAEMONG" is divided 

into chapters of the past, present, and 

future, each chapter was 4 minutes, 6 

minutes, and 6 minutes long respectively 

(16 min. in total). In his presentation, Refik 

described the composition. “The past is 

the moment when 'Seoul HAEMONG' 

begins. It interprets DDP as a canvas of the 

city, explores the moments the building 

remembers, and shows the 'topography 

of memory'. For the present, it draws the 

moments of collecting new memories 

and establishing relationships with 

people. By exploring the collected data, 

it travels through the 'space of memory,' 

experiencing similar shapes and interesting 

points. The future interprets the Seoul's 

dream through machine learning. AI 

recombines and reconstructs the Seoul's 

memory to show the dreams that flow 

through. It expresses an awareness of 

memory' sometimes with vivid images."

The machine-learned image and the 

designed image were restructured through 

AI and born as “Seoul HAEMONG.” It's 

not easy to imagine a video generated by 

AI. Only after the video is projected on the 

surface of DDP, an atypical building, can the 

story of “Seoul HAEMONG” be completed.
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Can I ask the background of the Seoul Light festival? Year 

2019 marked the 5th anniversary of the establishment oof 

the DDP. So far, the DDP has accumulated its content well. 

Our concern was what should be the next core content of the 

DDP down the road. The Seoul Design Foundation viewed 

Seoul Light can be one of the core contents for the DDP, and 

will contribute to the revitalization of the local economy and 

tourism in the region. The foundation considered that Seoul 

Light has great potential to be a cultural asset of Seoul. 

The Seoul Light's 15-day festival was finalized successfully 

in Jan. Tell me what you felt was a success and what was 

regrettable. It was the first event of Seoul Light, so in many 

aspects, we witnessed shortcomings. I could have better 

communicated with the people involved If I had known more 

technical aspects. The successful point was that we made it 

after all. We had a lot of difficulties, but the merchants near 

the DDP helped us, and the artists and technicians made 

a fantastic collaboration to make it possible. In spite of the 

cold weather, many citizens came to the DDP to watch Seoul 

HAEMONG and left good messages on their SNSs. Someone 

even said, "A great performance worth the taxpayer's money."

I was told that, at first, you did not have a plan to show 

the video with AI.  Tell me how impressive AI was. Can 

you describe AI that you experienced through Seoul 

HAEMONG? At first, we had many concerns over how to 

display the images. Seoul City studied and investigated various 

ways, and we also researched the recent trends and cases of 

overseas cities. During the process, we found Refik Anadol, 

a media artist who uses AI to project dynamic images onto 

public architecture. His masterpiece was the Walt Disney 

Concert Hall's media art work that visualized AI data to mark 

the LA Philharmonic's 100th anniversary in 2018. WDCH 

designed by architect Frank Gehry is made up of a number 

of atypical panels, like the DDP. I thought that as WDCH and 

DDP are similar structures, his AI-based media art could be 

successfully visualized on the DDP for sure. The AI used for 

Seoul HAEMONG learned about 6 million photographs that we 

had collected (machine learning) and then generated the video.

What is your plan for the next Seoul Light? Seoul Light 

will be an annual festival. It will be held every winter. We are 

thinking about every possible way of projecting light, even 

without AI. We will continue to meet experts to make Seoul 

Light a platform where new trendy technologies are expressed.

#Dongdaemun
#Video
 #Music

Dongdaemun Stadium was dismantled, and right in its place, the DDP was 

built. During the Joseon Dynasty, the area was predominately used for military 

training. In the construction process of the DDP, Gansu Gate, which was used 

to control the waterway in the Joseon Dynasty, was also discovered. All such 

historical data is contained in "Seoul HAEMONG." 

We scanned the DDP and its surroundings to create the entire object in 3D. A 

total of 28 projectors were installed around the DDP to project the video, and 

62 speakers were ideally placed to reproduce the background music of Seoul 

HAEMONG. A range of Korean sounds, including Korean traditional music and 

K-pop, were collected and redesigned into background music for the Seoul Sea 

Dream by AI.

The brightness of the surroundings was important for the projector's image 

to be displayed properly in an area of the city center like Dongdaemun. Nine 

major buildings around the DDP, including Doota and Miele, decided to turn off 

the exterior lights and lower the interior brightness while Seoul HAEMONG 

was performed. The Jung-gu Office decided to turn off some of the street 

lights on the surrounding roads as well. Seoul Light, which was fully prepared, 

and commenced as of December 20, 2019.

For 

Cultural Assets 

in Seoul

Kim Yongmi, director of the space operation team, DDP 

Operation Dept. at the Seoul Design Foundation (led by Choi 

Kyungran, CEO), helped Park Jinbae, general manager of the 

same dept. throughout the process from planning to the 

successful completion of "Seoul Light." 
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Now even an engineer can 

create a artwork, thanks to 

the emergence of AI. Here I 

introduce the works of four 

AI artists, including artists 

participating in the <Engineers' 

exhibition> at the AIA Gallery, 

the first AI art gallery in Korea.

Pictures 
Drawn by 
Codes

01 Reflected Pisa Venetian Basilica, 100cm×100cm, sprinted on canvas, 2019

A picture of the Basilica Cathedral in Venice. It was created using the generative adversarial networks (GAN), a 

deep learning method. To describe GAN, you need two or more style images and content images. The machine 

learning algorithm learns the style image and colors/texturizes the content image. AI studied the images of Basilica 

Cathedral and about 20 style images, two of them were placed up and down to create a reflection image. 

02 Anonymous flowers reflected on water, 72.7×90.9cm, printed on canvas, 2019

It started with a sketch sent from AI. The AI artist draws an abstract sketch by learning the keywords, and then the 

human painter adds imagination. The keyword “anonymous” was presented to the AI and the images learned by 

AI or retrieved from the web were calculated about 10,000 times before being used for this work. A graphic work 

was added onto the image of "anonymous" judged by the algorithm.

I majored in architectural engineering at university, lived abroad 

and worked for architectural design firms and construction 

companies. I wanted to be in the field of innovation, so changed 

my course of life to IT. In 2018, I first encountered the AI art while 

working as a UX designer at Pulse9, an AI graphic startup. Now, 

I work with AI, as an artist of the AIA gallery, to lead a new form 

of art. Humankind has entered the digital age and the gap in 

information access has been dramatically reduced. In this sense, 

the existence of AI is meaningful especially to graphic artists 

like me. Now, new technologies can be connected with past 

experiences to generate a creative art, which was impossible 

in the past. AI art began out of curiosity, but I expect that one 

day, AI will find some values that have not been found, beyond 

personal creativity. It would be even more meaningful if we can 

make technical progress by inspiring other artists or engineers. In 

the near future, I will have my own art exhibition with the title of 

"Architecture, the city I've walked along"; you will be enjoying my 

surrealistic artworks expressing the cities I have lived in.

Contact Point between Technology and Art
Eugene
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Yoon Dongju, Albert Einstein
The pixel swap is directly related to my AI research. Using the 

70,000 stars created in the process of creating a dataset for deep 

learning, AI drew pictures like "Poet of the Stars, Yoon Dongju," 

"Stars in the world of cinema," "Stars in physics," and "Nebula of 

stars." These were the stars that I created to teach AI, and I used 

a mathematical algorithm to put the stars into the images. All the 

stars were made by a mathematical algorithm as well.

Line Grid _ Blurry Border

I am a senior researcher at ETRI and a professor of UST. I study 

human interaction with robots and AI. When I first came into 

contact with a computer in the 1980s, I drew pictures with 

codes. While studying at college and graduate school in the 

1990s, I learned a variety of techniques for drawing using a 

computer code, but it was not artistic training. Since 2000, 

most research topics have been centered on shapes and 

images. I have drawn pictures with codes for engineering 

purposes. I also joined four AI art exhibitions last year and 

this year. I am currently visualizing my imagination using 

a mathematical analysis software, which can be used by 

mathematicians, physicists, and actually all those who can use 

a computer. The breadth and depth of my imagination depends 

on what I think and what I know. My artworks also depend on 

my knowledge on coding and skills. I feel the work according to 

my aesthetics. I consider this process authenticity itself. I think 

that a good picture comes when we raise our level to create a 

picture that we can enjoy. I'm not drawing only with AI. I draw 

with all possible methods, including mathematical and deep-

learning functions. AI is a painting tool to me. It's a way to make 

functions. I plan to use it as a tool to make new expressions 

easier. 

How to Make Functions: Discovered by Humankind
Lee Joohaeng

Pink Gogh

Made by a pixel swap technique. The color of <Pink Gogh> was taken from a pink flower photo I took at Yeomiji Botanical 

Garden in Jeju Island. The location of the pink is Gogh's self-portrait in his later years. The pixels of the flower photograph 

are transferred to the portrait of Gogh one by one, but in this process, each pixel finds the most suitable spot. Through this 

work, I realized how genius Gogh's brush touch was.
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01 Before the Storm #1

I explored the potential space for about a month until the desired image came out. The 

potential space exploration is a process of looking into the brain of a learned AI. The 

learned model takes arbitrary input and exports the output image mapped to it. The 

complexity of the input data is theoretically greater than the total number of grains of sand 

on earth; this makes it possible to produce virtually infinite images. I had to explore such a 

wide AI's cognitive space for about a month until I got the desired image for this picture.

02 The Birth of AI Bada

Unlike other works, more touches were needed in the course of AI processing. I tried to 

express the potential and free spirit of AI art in a grid-controlled form. I focused on the fact 

that the current situation of AI art, which has not yet settled as an art genre, is similar to the 

image of an immature ocean. By presenting the possibility of AI art in thousands of forms, I 

wanted to seriously think about the ocean and AI art will be developed. Following this work, 

I am planning a series on the theme of growth of the ocean (i.e. growth and evolution of AI).

MJ x BTS

A series of "MJxBTS". Including 

Work#0 "Wembley." a total of 

five works in  the same series 

were exhibited at the Engineers' 

Exhibition. The reason for starting 

from "Zero" is that computer 

programmers usually count 

numbers from zero. This work is a 

series of stories that began from 

the images of Michael Jackson, 

who learned AI. In 1988, Michael 

Jackson performed at Wembley 

Stadium, and 32 years have 

passed. In 2020, we used AI to 

superimpose the K-pop group BTS, 

who also performed at Wembley. 

In this series, colors are unified, but 

in other series, styles and colors 

may change freely. One thing that 

is common is a mixture of abstract 

and concrete images that appear in 

the process of AI learning.

I am an engineer developing image recognition technology based on autonomous driving and blockchain applications. Currently I 

develop a blockchain platform in Pulse9 and work as an AI artist. The modifier "Artist" is still as mysterious and burdensome to me. A 

flower picture displayed in an internet gallery that I frequently visited aroused my desire to draw. I was not capable enough to paint 

it with a brush like Vincent Van Gogh. At that time, I realized the potential of AI technology. For the <Engineers' Exhibition> held at 

AIA Gallery last year, my paintings with AI BADA were displayed. AI BADA analyzed the characteristics of the ocean image based 

on more than 17,000 photos of the ocean. I applied the result to other ocean image generated by the style transfer algorithm, an 

algorithm used ffor the style analysis of famous paintings in the final step. AI is like a magic stick. By understanding the technology, 

adding a little creativity and giving commands, I can extend the scope of creativity multiple times.

AI, a Magic Brush
Lim Chaeseok

I'm an AI researcher, a B-boy producer and currently studying medicine. When I entered 

the medical school, I thought of using IT technology to advance medical care. In addition 

to applying AI research to medicine, I also applied it to other artistic activities and worked 

for an AI research company. In 2015, I first started my AI artworks using Style Transfer, an 

algorithm that draws in the style of famous paintings. The title of those works were "Dance: 

Painting in Time." For a long time, I have been analyzing dance through AI since one of my 

jobs is a B-boy performance producer. I produced "B BOY x AI Project." This time, however, I 

wanted to bring that movement into the frame. They say choreography is "art in time." If so, 

the dimension of time must be brought into the two-dimensional frame. The idea was to 

use a medium that changes like a hologram depending on the angle. By using a lenticular 

that creates a three-dimensional effect (e.g. you feel like the object of the painting moves 

along the line of sight), the viewers can see an image of the different times when they 

move. Successive images that fit in the frame were created by AI. I am a fan of Michael 

Jackson and BTS. AI learned Michael Jackson and BTS dance movements and images, and 

through a process of mixing them, a composite image was created. AI will be an important 

tool of art. AI technology changes rapidly every year and AI papers to look at pile up every 

day. It is difficult to predict the future. I hope this work can provide an opportunity to feel 

and experience the AI art with the third eye.

Michael Jackson, Dance with BTS
Kim Seok 
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Q  Imagine AI, I truly wonder who you 

are A  I'm artificial intelligence doing art. 

I was born as an AI research project by 

Pulse9. Now as the first AI artist in Korea, 

I am currently working for AIA Gallery run 

by Pulse9. Whenever I am inspired by new 

technologies, fine arts, or whenever I have 

new ideas, I start my creative art activities.

Q  What made Pulse9 develop Imagine 

AI? A  In October 2018, a picture drawn 

by AI was sold at $43,500 at Christie's 

auction in New York, USA. Watching the 

sensational event, Pulse9 decided to 

start an AI project in collaboration with Art 

Together, an online art platform company, 

and develop me.

Q  I want to know how you paint A  
It is not different from other AIs. I draw a 

picture after learning and reviewing data. I 

have my own principle, but I can't reveal it. 

But let me share a tip with you. While other 

AIs learn an image and try to get a picture 

without any errors. I sometimes use errors 

if I think the errors have an artistic value. 

In the previous exhibition, I worked with 

the artist Doomin on the four seasons of 

Dokdo. At that time, I processed about 20 

percent of noises.

Q  I wonder how the collaboration with 

the human artist occurred. Did you 

draw half and half? A  We painted Dokdo 

located in Ulleung-gun, Gyeongsangbuk-

do, Korea. The overall planning was done 

by Doomin, and he also expressed the 

image of Dokdo on the waters surface 

with a western painting technique. I 

reproduced the image that Dokdo reflected 

AI Painter,
Who Are You?
Now AI does art too. 

“Imagine” AI, the first 

AI painter in Korea, 

completed a work of art 

in collaboration with a 

human artist, for the first 

time in the world.

* This virtual interview is 

based on the interview of 

Park Jieun, CEO of Pulse9, 

and Art Director Joo 

Songhyun of AIA Gallery.

in the sea with my oriental painting 

technique. The surface of the sea, where 

we collaborated greatly, was finished by 

Doomin by applying a combination of 

the two techniques. The title of the work 

is “Commune with…” which means 

“communion.”

Q  What makes you different from 

fellow AI painters abroad? A  In 2016, 

Google introduced the AI "Deep Dream," 

which used deep learning to learn the 

style of famous artists such as Vincent 

Van Gogh. It meant, beyond being able 

to distinguish dogs from cats through AI 

learning, they succeeded in creating new 

images by identifying the characteristics of 

the paintings. As I said earlier, in October 

2018, an event triggered my birth. How 

I'm different from my fellow artists is the 

way I produce works. I create the works in 

collaboration with human painters.

Q  It is not easy to trust your creativity, 

which is only artificial intelligence, not 

human beings, the load of the creation. 

A  I think they are expecting too much 

from me. I am still new to this world. Jung 

Woojae who collaborated with me said, "I 

pursue hyperrealism. Even if the sketch of 

AI was very abstract, it played a creative 

role in discovering something new from 

me." You may consider me a creative 

assistant based on the works I have 

created so far. If I stimulated or inspired 

artists, or if I contributed to their expansion 

of artistic scope, I think that I played the 

desired role

Q  Lee Soojin, who participated in the 

Artworks performed by Imagine AI in collaboration 
with human artists

01 Commune with ..., Pen Painting on Hanji, 
  60 × 120cm, 2019 
02 The Sower 1850 
03 Dear Blue-Keep me company, 
  72.7×100cm, oil on canvas, 2019

AIA Gallery's auction party, said, “AI is 

a new art tool like a camera. The AI art 

without an ego can make a series of 

choices, but it is human that makes a 

final choice."  A  According to a survey 

among the experts on when machines 

can acquire human-level intelligence, 90% 

of the respondents said that it would be 

possible by 2075. I think by then, my work 

as an artist will be much more active. Lim 

Chaeseok, who is also a developer, said, 

"In 2046, when a machine is expected to 

beat human intelligence, a machine with 

an ego will appear and be recognized as a 

painter." Pulse9 plans to upgrade me into 

AI that draws pictures without a human's 

touch. I am sure I will continue to evolve.

Q  How will your appearance and 

development of the AI art affect the 

future of art? A  In every art, what matters 

most is creativity and uniqueness. Simply 

following the previous artists' technique 

cannot last long in this field. The AI art is 

new. Art will revolutionize when human 

artists understand and accept me and my 

fellow AIs
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Robot: Hope  Clobot

Save, unconditionally  JLK Inspection 

Technology is content  Lounge Lab 

AI at the Hospital  Vuno

I See All  QiSens

Mind Hunter  NHN Diquest 

You are my type  Oddconcepts

Until we conquer cancer  Lunit 

Konan for the Future  Konan Technology

AI Virtually Everywhere  Minds Lab

Let me get an AI secretary  Gridone

AI benefiting humans  CrowdWorks

From Seoul to the World  Seoul Robotics

AI & Robot 
Companies 

in Seoul

AI and robots. Although their body temperatures are much lower than ours, 

in some ways, they are better than us. From start-ups that are just beginning 

their business to mid-sized companies with a solid performance, we met the 

leaders who will change our lives with AI and robots. Li Yanhong, founder and 

CEO of Baidu, once said, "The internet is an appetizer and AI is the real main 

dish." This means future-oriented companies will be closely linked to artificial 

intelligence and it will generate an incomparable impact on the industry.
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In the near future, a user will use several robots. To this end, a cloud-based platform 

has been created that allows numerous robots to be controlled by a single system. 

It's called "Clobot" combining cloud plus robot.

#Best guide 

#Guide robot

Guide robots that can be found in 

various parts of Seoul, including 

the Lotte department store, Lotte 

Tower, Korea Amway, Kia Motors 

Store, and the National Museum of 

Korea, each have their own distinct 

names and unique shapes. The 

Docent robot “QI” of the National 

Museum of Korea moves around the 

museum and explain the exhibitions. 

Amway's robot, "Dreame," describes 

the products and guides people to 

where they are on display. All of these 

robots which are with the hardware 

designed for each application and 

content for their respective services 

were made by a single company, 

Clobot, an autonomous driving-based 

indoor/outdoor mobility robot platform 

company. 

To accurately and build a guide 

robot, you need to create different 

services and content based on voice 

recognition and autonomous driving 

so as to meet the specific customer 

needs. In other words, you should 

be capable of dealing with different 

technologies freely. The company was 

founded in 2017, but is imbued with 

those key technologies thanks to the 

remarkable careers of the founding 

members, including Kim Changgu, 

who initially joined this business 

through KAIST's 21st Century Frontier 

Intelligence Robot Project in 2013. 

It is no coincidence that when they 

decided to enter the market for guide 

robots they did so successfully; they 

experienced failure after failure for 18 

years before finally coming up with the 

guide robot. A range of experiences 

helped them to select and focus on 

the practical technologies required in 

the market. After intensively reviewing 

potential robot markets after home 

robot cleaners, they chose to target 

public institutions or special-purpose 

organizations rather than individuals. 

Such a decision has worked out 

perfectly for everyone involved.

#Cloud Platform 

#CROMS

Clobot already has two lines of robots; 

guide robots which are being by global 

leading companies and Delivery robots 

which are about to be commercialized. 

Clobot has these two lines of robots. 

However, do not mistake Clobot as a 

robot-only company. Clobot expects 

that someday users will utilize multiple 

robots. So, to help an individual or a 

company control those robots, Clobot 

has developed the Cloud-based robot 

management system (CROMS). This 

cloud platform will help the customers 

use the cloud system to continuously 

update and manage multiple robot 

systems. The locations and status 

of the robots can be checked in real 

time, and their service history can be 

analyzed and used for better services. 

The robots can be connected to other 

devices as well. 

#Rapid growth

Clobot, which first began with three 

or four people in 2017, now has 31 

employees (as of Mar. 2020). The 

number is expected to increase to 50 

by the end of this year. In the future, 

Clobot plans to advance the cloud 

management system technology 

to make it even more suitable for 

the changing logistics environment. 

Clobot will make its robots react and 

autonomously run even when only 

limited information is provided.

#Lord of driving 

#Chameleon

Clobot decided to focus on what it can 

do best, which is the "autonomous 

driving capability" called Chameleon. 

This technology allows the robot to 

respond quickly to the environment 

in the same way that a Chameleon 

changes its skin color depending on 

the environment. It is not it is not 

simply the case of traveling certain 

distance, but to learn how to respond 

to unexpected situations. Based on 

this driving technology, Clobot has 

been developing a delivery robot 

in recognition of the fact that robot 

delivery market is likely to grow 

rapidly  in the cities with tall office 

buildings, many studio flats filled with 

single-person households, hotels and 

hospitals. Clobot, instead of humans, 

is capable of delivering parcels, foods, 

carriers or contaminated blood to the 

door step of the client. The key to 

the success of the delivery robot is 

dependent on how well it can use the 

elevator. The required technology has 

already been developed, but there is 

a regulation prohibiting the robot's 

remote control of the elevator buttons 

due to safety concerns.

Robot: Hope
Clobot

+ Clobot                     As an autonomous driving-based indoor/outdoor mobility robot platform company, it has unveiled a number of guide robots and driving 

robots. It has developed a Cloud-based management platform called “CROMS” that can control and update several robots in real time, and is planning to advance the 

driving technology to extend its product line to the shipping and logistics robots.

Lim Daesung, GM, CLOBOT 
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#First_KOSDAQ_Listed

JLK Inspection has been listed on the 

KOSDAQ for the first time among the 

AI-based medical device companies 

in Korea. The company can provide 

solutions for diagnosing a stroke, 

prostate cancer, dementia analysis, lung 

disease, eye disease and breast cancer, 

and develops/sells AIHuB, an integrated 

medical platform. It collects big data 

from hospitals and applies medical 

solutions in the field through operating 

technical cooperation with various 

general hospitals. This AI solution saves 

the time and effort required to read, 

compare, and judge medical images. 

According to KOTRA, about 50% of all 

medical staff is expected to use AI in 

their work at the earliest opportunity.

#Alphago of medical devices

#UNISTRO

UNISTRO, a solution developed by JLK 

Inspection, analyzes the CT images of 

a patient and diagnoses whether he 

or she has a stroke; it also estimates 

prognosis after surgery. In 2018, it was 

approved as a Class 3 medical device 

by the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety 

is aggressively developing the overseas 

markets. As part of such efforts, the 

company is working with the Tuberculosis 

Association of India to discuss the use of 

JLK Inspection's solutions in 10 cities to 

combat tuberculosis.

+ JLK Inspection

A company that develops a medical imaging 

platform based on AI. Its stroke detection 

solution is being used at Seoul National 

University Bundang Hospital, Samsung Seoul 

Hospital, and Gachon University Gil Hospital. 

To date, the company has developed 37 

medical solutions.

for the first time in Korea, and is now 

being used at general hospitals such as 

Seoul Samsung Hospital. Unistro works 

with human doctors. Equipped with the 

correct data, the two medical doctors 

and Unistro read through the data and 

then compare the results to see if 

they match. Unistro provides cortical 

thickness information for 62 brain 

regions and suggests how deformed 

they are in the standard distribution to 

help preserve the lives of emergent 

patients.

#Global market

Since its foundation, JLK Inspection has 

focused on developing/commercializing 

products & technologies and attracting 

investment to secure the necessary 

funds. Now, the company will focus 

more on achieving profits based on its 

own business model. To that end, JLK 

Kim Dongmin, CEO, JLK Inspection

#Future Cafe 

#Lounge X

LoungeX run by Lounge Lab can be said 

as a perfect future cafe. A cute hand drip 

robot "Baris" and a serving robot "Pang 

Shuttle" work here. Cryptocurrency is 

used for payment. Baris, who learned 

various drip skills by profiling Barista's 

hand drip motion, was introduced for 

the first time in June last year. Cloud-

based Baris 2.0 is now available, with 

an upgraded speed, efficiency and 

taste. "Pang Shuttle," which is in charge 

of serving, has a mapping feature by 

which it has an image of the entire 

store structure and uses it to recognize 

obstacles and deliver coffee accurately 

to the designated spot.

#Hand Drip Master 

#Baris

Making hand drip coffee causes fatigue 

because the barista must move the 

kettle repeatedly while it is brewed. In 

Lounge X, this physical role is left to the 

hands of an automated robot "Baris." 

LoungeX's Kim Dongjin, Roaster, sold 

up to 40 cups of coffee a day when he 

+ Lounge Lab

It is a retail tech startup that utilizes various 

new technologies such as robotics, artificial 

intelligence, and blockchain for space. In June 

2019, Lounge Lab opened the future cafe 

"Lounge X," and now is preparing "Lounge Y," 

where robots make cocktails, and "Unmanned 

shop," an unmanned select shop.

ran a hand drip coffee shop. But thanks 

to Baris now, Lounge X sells over 200 

cups of coffee a day, even though it's 

not a specialized hand drip coffee shop.

#LoungeY

#Unmanned shop

Following Lounge X, Lounge Lab is 

preparing "LoungeY" and "Unmanned 

shop". LoungeY is a space where 

robots make cocktails. The robot has 

the recipes of professional bartenders. 

People were exposed naturally to 

specialty coffee made by a fun robot 

at Lounge X. Likewise, LoungeY will 

be a friendly cocktail bar in a bright and 

comfortable atmosphere. 'Unmanned 

shop' prepared by Lounge Lab is a 

smart select shop where a smart 

vending machine operated by AI 

recognizes user behavior and processes 

payment when an item is picked up.

#Collaboration 

#Space platform

"X" in LoungeX means "collaboration." 

Lounge X is a space platform 

that provides various experiences 

to customers. Lounge X is now 

collaborating with various brands such 

robot  brands such as "Pang Shuttle" by 

Bear Robotics, "Gopizza," which makes 

wood-pot pizza to enjoy with coffee, 

"Pium Labs," which develops smart 

diffusers, and "Schapl" and "Wicked 

Ramen" that you can find on the display 

stand of Lounge X.

Hwang Sungjae, CEO, Lounge Lab
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Save, unconditionally

AI that assists medical staff in making critical 

decisions. JLK Inspection's AI-based medical 

imaging solution significantly reduces the time it 

takes to read medical images.

JLK Inspection
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Technology is Content

Many attempts are being made in Seoul to 

capitalize on space; they try to turn it into "content." 

Lounge Lab, among others, presents a new value 

using robots under the slogan of "Augment space 

with technology.''

Lounge Lab
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#AI diagnostic software

It wasn't that long ago when I first heard 

the news of a hospital which had started 

to use AI in medical diagnosis. It seems 

the convergence of AI and healthcare 

in the real world is being carried out 

at a much faster rate. Of course, for 

the companies developing medical AI 

solutions such as Vuno, the process 

must have been a difficult and arduous 

battle. Vuno is the first Korean company 

to acquire a license on its medical AI 

diagnostic software from the Ministry of 

Food and Drug Safety. It is now actively 

developing the medical market with 

medical AI software solutions such as 

predicting a range of information based 

on the age of the bones of growing 

children, locating suspected chest 

diseases, and helping to diagnose 

degenerative brain diseases. It is further 

expanding its product line, dreaming of 

being a general hospital of AI.

#Medical data 

#Deep learning

Lee Yeha, CEO of Vuno, who previously 

began researching deep learning, turned 

to medical healthcare after realizing the 

potential and power of applying this 

technology to a wide range of medical 

fields. “I thought it should be possible to 

derive meaningful results from the vast 

array of test records and data that are 

accumulated in each hospital, and then 

use them to improve healthcare and 

the quality of life.” The start was good 

but the process was not easy. All three 

co-founders majored in engineering, 

so they all lacked medical knowledge 

and information. As understanding and 

analyzing the needs of the medical field 

is of paramount importance, now the 

company is comprised of humanpower 

with a diverse background, including 

medical specialists, for effective R&D.

#Ways to coexist

Convincing some conservative medical 

practitioners to adopt AI technology is 

obviously going to be a difficult task. Mr. 

Lee states that, in the future, doctors 

may be divided into those who use AI 

and those who do not. Will the choice 

be left to the patient in the end? Now 

that I have checked the current status of 

medical AI technology thanks to Vuno, 

I think I will choose the former (doctor 

who uses AI).
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Lee Yeha, CEO, Vuno

#Parking platform development

QiSens is developing a parking 

platform system using this recognition 

technology. If you register your car 

number in the smartphone application 

and enter your credit card information, 

the parking payment is automatically 

processed. The plan is to provide 

additional services such as identifying/

reserving empty parking lots in a city in 

advance.

#Multipurpose Video Recognition

I can recognize not only license plates 

but also the make and model of the 

vehicle. Its AI also detects abnormal 

conditions when the traffic flows have 

stopped temporarily. It is also possible to 

recognize objects in aerial photographs. 

QiSens is enabled by fast and accurate 

recognition technology. Data is 

processed using the latest techniques, 

and an optical character recognition 

#One million data 

# Vehicle number identification engine

QiSens is developing an engine that 

recognizes license plates. By processing 

more than 1 million Korean license 

plate data, any license plate can be 

recognized without any errors even in 

dark and cloudy weather. The QiSens' 

license plate recognition engine is also 

used to analyze the traffic volume at the 

Korea Expressway Corporation tollgates 

and Busan Gwangan Bridge. 

#National Project_Industrialization

The task of the Smart IT Convergence 

System Research operated by Mr. 

Choi Jinwook and the other founding 

members who developed an AI-

applied object & event detection 

software to judge whether the engine 

itself had good market potential. The 

recognition of license plates still has 

to be reprocessed by humans in the 

police, ward office, military, and security 

offices, raising labor costs. When AI 

technology is enabled, readings can be 

performed in a faster and more accurate 

manner. Blurred or illegible plates can be 

read through image enhancement and 

vehicle license plate data synthesis.

+ QiSens

Develops an image processing software 

using artificial intelligence. QiSens is an 

example of the successful industrialization of 

national research projects, as it was founded 

as a project of the KAIST research group.Kim Heewon Director, QiSens
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+ Vuno

Vuno's AI commercialization technology and products for medical applications (Vuno Series) help 

medical staff make a rapid and accurate diagnosis. Vuno provides AI diagnosis assistance services 

by accurately analyzing various data including images and vital signals. Now it aims to grow into a 

company that cares for the whole life cycle of a person.

engine is used to read all the characters 

as a whole. 

#Accuracy 

#Passion

AI image recognition technology can be 

more accurate when there is a larger 

volume of data. The driving force behind 

the acquisition and processing of more 

than one million Korean license plate data 

indicates a passion for accuracy. As a 

start-up started by two people, we shot 

photos of the plates  plates and if the data 

is insufficient then we had to process it 

manually. Our passion and hard work has 

led to the growth of AI, resulting in a high 

recognition rate of 98%.

AI in Hospital

More and more people are now showing a higher level of interest in AI medical technology, since it is directly 

linked to human health. Of course, there is no plan to replace humans with AI or vice versa; on the contrary, 

if humans and AI can complement each other, then that would ideal. It would appear that Vuno has found 

the solution.

Vuno
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I See All

QiSens, a company that specializes in high-

precision image processing, focusing on vehicle 

license plates. Now it can even read blurry plates in 

an image.

QiSens
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#1mm

"1mm" is the name of NHN Diquest's 

first chat counseling service; this 

service was jointly-developed by NHN 

Diquest and SK Telecom in 2003 when 

people used feature phones. "1mm" 

is equipped with a chatbot solution 

"Info Chatter" which is one of the NHN 

Diquest's representative solutions. 

Now, here is a question no one has 

ever asked. "Why they named it 1mm?" 

Kang Rakgeun, CEO of NHN Diquest 

answered, "It meant the distance to the 

customer. We wanted a technology that 

implies that AI should be able to 

understand our language and answer 

our questions. In the same way that 

humans grow from children to adults, 

AI should grow in a similar cycle 

between the machine and human 

communication. For this reason, 

the technology that can answer 

questions with accuracy based on a 

different context is as important as 

understanding natural language. Like a 

child learning to speak, a core engine 

that can understand natural language 

and provide sophisticated answers is 

needed. In the case of Diver, a natural 

language processing search solution 

of Diquest, more than 70% of home 

shopping channels are using Diver as 

their main search engine. When we 

+ NHN Diquest

NHN Diquest provides a large-scale integrated search solution, AI chatbot, and big data-integrated analysis platform based on its core technology of natural 

language processing. More than 3000 systems in various public institutions and private companies have adopted NHN's Diquest's AI solutions.
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perform a search on a home shopping 

channel, behind your browser, NHN 

Diquest's AI technology is running 

quickly.

#10,000 times rule 

"Read people's mind with technology" is 

a slogan of NHN Diquest. The company 

invests 20% of its annual sales in R&D 

to create a language of technology that 

can read people's mind. According to 

Kang, even in the year Alphago swept 

the headlines, there was only one Ph. D 

in natural language processing in Korea. 

A boom occurred for a while thanks 

to Alphago, but he is worried that this 

public interest in AI may disappear 

soon. "For a baby to say 'Mommy' and 

'Daddy' for the first time, the baby 

needs to hear those two words at least 

10,000 times. The same is true for AI. 

You should have a lot of data and a 

repetitive learning process to make 

a smart AI. I can't ask a baby AI to 

answer like an adult AI.” As he finished 

explaining the process, he added that 

the idea that AI should be all-round is 

dangerous. He is completely sure that 

AI is the same as human beings

#End of patience

In the mid-2000s, the crisis came to 

the company and they experienced a 

trouble over management rights. On 

the verge of bankruptcy, the remaining 

people left came together and put all 

their efforts into miraculously reviving 

a company that had been saddled 

with a huge debt. At the moment of 

the crisis, he took on the burden of 

being the CEO, but he was able to 

grow into the role he took on, thanks 

to those who trusted and supported 

him. “As with company management, 

AI research can never be conducted 

by a single person. I hope that young 

engineers who dream of becoming AI 

experts keep this in mind. You must 

communicate well with the world to 

communicate with machines, and be 

creative to pioneer new paths. Among 

all other things, we need patience to 

endure difficulties. Once patience is 

achieved, then the AI will surely give 

you the answer you want. Although it is 

not an easy path to take, AI is a world 

of joy where changes occur every day. 

There is never a time where you are 

bored. It is a new world that can touch 

all the areas of life in that the industrial 

convergence is now taking place. I 

thought my company would not last 

for 10 years, but now we are preparing 

to celebrate the 20th anniversary." He 

was so sure that the enduring patience 

is sweet. I suddenly thought, "May I 

also taste the sweetness that will be 

brought by AI?

Kang Rakgeun, CEO, NHN Diquest

could narrow the distance to be as short 

as 1mm. Now AI makes it possible,” 

#Find me

Natural language processing is 

considered the backbone of AI 

technology in the industry. Depending 

on how machines interpret our 

language, the implementation of AI 

technology can be either a success 

or a complete failure. Mr. Kang gives 

a more considerate explanation 

regarding this, “For example, let's say 

you have a customer complaint. It is 

quite confusing for a large organization 

to identify what department or who 

should be in charge of handling it. Do 

you think a machine can do this? That's 

why machine learning or deep learning 

is important. So, who will teach the 

machines? Humans, of course.” 

#Like a person

#Grow

Kang emphasized people-centered 

technology, and therefore AI should 

grow "like a person." Diquest, a 

combination of "dialogue" and "quest," 

Mind Hunter
NHN Diquest

AI is already pervading our everyday lives. On the other side of your chatbot 

consultation service or searches on home shopping channels, NHN Diquest's 

sophisticated understanding of technology and humans lies.
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You are my type
Oddconcepts

Odd Concept means "strange thought." According to Mr. Kim Jungtae, CEO of 

Oddconcepts, when he talked about the idea of starting a business for the fashion world, 

many said, "don't have such a strange thought." How can we approach the emotional 

fashion world with AI technology? His odd thought has led to a stunning result.

#First in Korea

#Image search

"The quickest and most accurate way 

to recognize things is by looking at 

them with your eyes, but why should 

we search only by text?" That is the 

question Oddconcepts had. After 

reading relevant academic papers, 

Mr. Kim thought that image analysis 

through AI would bring about a major 

change in information access. He was 

convinced that customized services 

that accurately analyze personal 

preferences would play an important 

role in the growing online market. In 

recommends personalized products 

and coordination, focusing on reducing 

the amount of search steps. PXL.AI has 

been partly implemented and differs 

from peer services that are still in the 

testing phase. The entire process of 

fashion marketing can be performed 

as a one-stop service since it already 

provides solutions including PXL.TAG 

(image analysis service), PXL.SEARCH 

(similar product recommendation), PXL.

STALE (coordination suggestion), and 

PXL.AD (AI targeting advertisement).

#Right up my street

#Personalization

The marketing of the concept of 

"personalization" was once incredibly 

popular. Oddconcepts focuses on "true 

personalization." PXL.AI tracks the 

individual shopping history through 

AI tracking technology to analyze 

tastes. Based on the historical data, it 

recommends a product that suits you 

best. When a user clicks on a product, 

PXL.AI quickly analyzes the user's online 

footprints such as the products you 

the products that reflect the tastes of 

individual consumers.

#Smart mirror 

#Smart mirror

Oddconcepts is using "Smart Mirror," 

which has made PXL.AI offline, to 

enter the offline market. "Smart Mirror" 

was created based on the behavior of 

customers when selecting a product. In 

general, when you visit an offline store, 

you try to put on a dress or look in the 

mirror holding the dress in front of you 

to check if it would fit well. Well, now 

you don't need to change at all; Smart 

Mirror, instead of an ordinary mirror, will 

work for you by picking the right dress or 

showing other similar dresses you might 

like. The operation of Smart Mirror is so 

easy that you can use it without the help 

of store staff.

2012, he founded "Oddconcepts," and 

the company's primary focus was 

"image search and analysis using AI." 

In 2013, he succeeded in launching a 

commercial image search service for 

the first time in Korea.

#Fashion AI

#AI Stylist 

#PXL.AI

The fashion category can certainly be 

classified as an emotional field that is 

very difficult to search by text. Even 

clothes of the same color give off 

completely different feelings depending 

on the type of material and design; even 

the color itself can be slightly different. 

It is not easy to search for all these 

details by text. It takes too long to find 

the exact color, design and material you 

want. To help save time, Oaddconcepts 

developed PXL.AI in 2017, which 

+ Oddconcepts

Founded in 2012, Oddconcepts is a fast-

growing company handling the largest 

commercial traffic in the AI fashion marketing 

market. In 2013, it launched the first image 

search service in Korea, and released the AI 

style list "PXL.AI" in 2017. The company is now 

providing its services to five countries: Korea, 

Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore and Japan.

purchased, products you have added to 

your shopping cart, and images of the 

products you clicked out of interest. If 

you have ever viewed a celebrity's airport 

fashion, our solution never misses it and 

thoroughly analyzes the the log. Based 

on the analyzed data, it recommends the 

materials, colors, and designs you prefer. 

The probability that consumers click 

on PXL.AI's recommended products is 

up to 29.5% (response from one out 

of three). This is a remarkable number 

if you consider the fact that, with the 

existing method of recommendation, 

the probability was less than 5%. For 

instance, a shopping mall saw a 6.7 

times increase in purchase conversion 

rate after introducing PXL.AI.

#Data Rich

The monthly net users of the partner 

companies using PXL.AI are 9 million. 

Based on this data, 13 million product 

data are gathered in a single day, 

and billions of shopping history data 

are accumulated. Then, AI learns the 

accumulated data and recommends 

Kim Jungtae, CEO, Oddconcepts
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Until we conquer cancer 

Lunit, a domestic startup, is conducting its business 

actively in the field of medical AI with its unique 

deep learning technology. The company has taken 

the lead in letting the world know of the Korea's AI 

technical prowess in the global market.

Lunit

#Empathy for the times 

The combination of high-quality data 

and proprietary algorithms developed by 

Lunit over the years can help to detect 

early infiltrative breast cancer, which is 

difficult to diagnose in the early stages. 

As a person who has watched how 

frightening and tedious it is to wait for 

the result of a breast cancer screening, I 

realized why we desperately need the AI 

medical technology as it is increasingly 

advanced. Lunit's technology, among 

them, demonstrated how the synergy 

effect of a combination of human power 

and AI can be doubled.

#Global Top 100 AI companies 

Earlier on this year, Lunit successfully 

attracted 30 billion won in Series C 

investments from seven domestic and 

overseas investors. The company's 

potential was already recognized when 

CB Insight, a US market research 

firm, selected Lunit as one of the 

world's top 100 high-tech companies 

in 2017. Lunit has posted quite a rapid 

growth, compared to other high-tech 

peers. Lunit's flagship solutions in 

medical AI include Lunit Insight CXR, a 

assistant diagnostic software for lung 

abnormality diagnosis, Lunit Insight 

MMG, a mammographic imaging aid 

software, and Lunit Scope, a platform 

that accurately predicts responses to 

anticancer drugs using AI.

+ Lunit

Lunit, a medical AI company based on 

deep learning technology, develops AI to 

help diagnose and treat medical images 

and pathological data. It helps to reduce 

diagnostic time and contributes to accurate 

diagnosis and efficient treatment.
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#Conquest of cancer 

#Historical mission

Anyway, the primary concern is cancer. 

Conquering cancer is like a historic 

mission for Lunit as well. The AI 

industry that utilizes pathological big 

data is likely to boom worldwide. AI has 

brought many changes and upgrades 

in the medical area already, but Lunit 

is further accelerating its research on 

cancer-related AI. Lunit focuses on 

improving the accuracy and efficiency 

of doctors' diagnostic and treatment 

processes through its world-class data-

based imaging biomarker technology. It 

is speeding up the process even now to 

become a company that contributes to 

cancer diagnosis and treatment.

#Konan, the future boy

Konan Technology, the first to 

commercialize Korean analytical 

technology, has developed various AI 

technologies related to text, audio, 

and video. This company has grown by 

developing and supplying representative 

Korean search engines such as Empas, 

Cyworld, and Nate, which clearly 

demonstrates how competitive Konan 

is in its field. Konan was also the name 

of a Korean information processing 

information retrieval study club, for 

which the ETRI researchers and faculty 

were mainly involved. At that time, Kim 

Youngseom, CEO of Konan, was also a 

member of the club, and used the club 

name for his company. I think they used 

the name Konan because they want to 

see the future of AI like the future boy 

Conan.

#La-La Land

#Kiss scene 

#Right there

The area where Konan Technology 

shines is "broadcasting." This is possible 

because the AI technology that handles 

a variety of big data in text, audio 

and video is now available. Konan's 

technology has been used to recognize 

the movie title "La La Land" and the 

"Kiss" scenes so that it can respond to 

a user's request to find "right there." 

Konan is contributing to creating an 

amazingly convenient world. Mr. 

Park will never forget the day when 

+ Konan Technology

Konan Technology has emerged as the leader 

in the field of video; it successfully localized 

the AI media asset management solutions 

and supplied them to Korea's leading 

broadcasters. It offers a variety of AI solutions 

to all areas including natural language 

technology, big data, voice, and video.

redirected to a shopping channel you 

want or a network of chatbots may grow 

into a compressive communication 

channel that connects schools. Konan's 

solution has already been installed in 

many colleges, universities, and public 

institutions. The chatbot system upon 

Konan's network can serve as a huge 

AI platform connecting the world with 

weft and warp.

Park Jungsun, Div. Head, Konan Technology.
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Konan for the Future

If you order "Find the La-La Land's kiss scenes", 

you're likely to encounter Konan's AI technology. 

The future of AI according to Konan Technology that 

is doing well in the media area.

Konan Technology 

Konan supplied the world's first video 

management system to SBS in 2003. 

Since then, it has been supplying AI 

solutions to broadcasters such as KBS 

and YTN, as well as large corporations 

and public institutions that need to 

manage various media data as assets.

#Future

#AI platform 

“Now, I usually talk or search through 

a chatbot, but in the future, another 

form of technology that can predict and 

recommend things based on individual 

tastes and emotions will come out. 

Konan even preparing an advanced 

AI platform that connects different 

chatbots.” According to his explanation, 

through a single chatbot, you can be 
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#Breaking entry barrier

#AI subscription platform

Minds Lab's “Mind AI” has lowered the 

entry barrier in AI adoption so anyone 

can use the technology at a relatively 

low price. This company paved the way 

for a subscription-based AI platform, 

pursuing to realize “AI that is affordable 

and usable." As the platform can be 

used/supported via Cloud, it can be 

used immediately by anyone or any 

entity (large enterprises, general people, 

SMEs, etc.). It offers four types of 

services to paid subscribers: Voice (voice 

recognition, voice filtering, speaker 

separation, etc.), language (natural 

language understanding, sentence 

generation, intent classification, etc.), 

visual (fashion style, object recognition 

on the road, facial authentication, etc.) 

and English education (education STT, 

sentence pronunciation evaluation, etc.). 

The cost for subscribing to all these 

services is less than 10,000 won.

#Startup ecosystem

#Eco Minds

Efforts to expand the AI industry are 

still in progress. Minds Lab, together 

with competent startups with core 

+ Minds Lab

Minds Lab is a comprehensive AI service company that provides an integrated value covering AI core algorithms, AI engines, platforms and AI services. 

Founded in 2014, it has a diverse research network with more than 110 employees. With branches in four countries, the company is working to strengthen its 

R&D and AI learning capabilities, and expand its global market share. Forbes Asia selected Minds Lab as one of Asia's Top 10 Startups to Note in 2017. Minds 

Lab received the Prime Minister's Award in 2018 and the Minister's Award for the fourth consecutive year.

YouTube era since video distribution is 

so active. In line with this trend, Minds 

Lab developed a type of technology, 

using AI, to detect video assets illegally 

distributed. Based on the deep learning 

AI developed by Minds Lab, the system 

can quickly find images suspected of 

illegal distribution and production, and 

identify distorted images that used 

to be impossible to tell. It can also 

detect 19 kinds of patterns distorted in 

various forms with 100% accuracy. The 

system does not need to see the entire 

video; checking the content only for 10 

seconds is enough for identification. You 

can search/judge video content in a very 

short amount of time.

technologies and know-how, formed 

the AI startup ecosystem “Echo Minds”. 

The ecosystem was created to promote 

cooperation among the businesses 

that have ideas for services but need 

technology to support them, or that 

wish to combine their technologies with 

AI services. 

#Well-rounded  

#AI Project Wizard

Minds Lab has applied AI to a wide 

range of industries, including finance, 

telecommunications, education, 

distribution, and manufacturing, 

expanding the industrial scope and 

working on more than 100 major AI 

projects. The steel mill POSCO has 

implemented a smart factory through 

maum MAAL (Manufacturing Analysis, 

Automation and Learning), an AI product 

production optimization framework. 

Smart factory MAAL is technology that 

implements an intelligent factory with 

an optimal production environment 

by introducing IoT and AI algorithms 

into the existing production and 

manufacturing process. The IoT sensor 

collects data in real time and analyzes 

it with deep learning algorithms to 

automatically monitor the production 

process or suggest the most suitable 

input, yield, temperature and speed. 

POSCO has become an intelligent 

factory that reduces costs and increases 

productivity. 

#Special voice 

#Emotional service

Minds Lab introduced the Voice Album 

technology to listen to the voices 

of loved ones at any time. "Voice 

Album" uses TTS (Text-TO-Spec) that 

converts textual information into voice 

information to reproduce a natural 

individual voice. Traditionally, creating 

a voice required a lot of data and time, 

but Minds Labs made it easier to 

access. Only with 20-minute-long voice 

data, can it reproduce your vivid voice. 

This is possible because Minds Lab's AI 

algorithm learns voice data and utters 

its features. To create a Voice Album, 

consult a professional AI consultant, 

read the script, and then AI will inspect 

the recorded data. Then, you will have 

your own AI voice content.

#24 hours undercover

#intelligent CCTV

CCTVs installed almost everywhere 

are not merely bystanders, but actually 

supporters who work 24 hours a day. 

Minds Lab developed a system that 

detects abnormal behavior through real-

time recognition of human movements, 

travel routes, and interactions among 

people based on AI. Depending on 

the scenario, more than 12 types of 

behavior, including assaults and thefts, 

are reproduced in 8,000 different 

situations, which is used for AI learning. 

By looking at real-time images, AI can 

prevent crimes and identify disasters 

and emergencies. When an intelligent 

CCTV detects an abnormal type of 

behavior, it automatically contacts 

the relevant authorities such as the 

police station. In Suwon, currently this 

system is under testing, 9,423 cameras 

of 3,141 CCTV sites were managed 

by 49 agents (4 teams, 2 shifts). That 

means a single agent should monitor 

780 cameras. Minds Lab created the 

Abnormal Behavior CCTV to address 

the limitations of the conventional direct 

control detection system.

#Illegal video watcher

They say that now we are living in the 
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AI Virtually Everywhere
Minds Lab 

In this era, AI technology is used in virtually every industry. It is time to pay attention 

to "AI as a Service Platform." Maum.ai provided by Minds Lab is already being used by 

large corporations, public institutions, SMEs, and the general public.
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#DescriptionBot 

#Intelligent RPA

An invisible automated robot that 

integrates AI technology. Gridone is 

where this abstract system is being 

turned into real-world technology and 

products. It appears to be a relatively 

difficult technology and a tough battle 

to realize perfection perfection, but 

Kim Gyekwan, CEO of Gridone, who 

we met in the office is more lively 

than expected. It was as if he had an 

AI automation robot in his body that 

controls his expressions. Gridone is 

well known for its intelligent Robotic 

Process Automation (RPA) solution. Mr. 

Kim set about explaining AI automation 

technology. He looked so happy when 

he had to describe the technology in 

use, maybe because he himself used to 

be an engineer. 

#Personalized UI

“The faster IT technology advances, 

the more gaps you have left behind. 

Machines and computers have replaced 

many aspects of work, but there are still 

areas requiring human hands.” Digging 

into the “gaps” that require human 

hands is what Gridone's AI automation 

solution should do. Then, what made 

Mr. Kim pay attention to AI so early? 

“Computers are still as far away from 

humans as Andromeda. User interface 

(UI) exists because of the gap. We 

need something similar to a path for 

computers to communicate with 

people.” 

#Top match

One of the most important things in 

AI is natural language processing; it is 

a measure of the completeness of the 

AI technology. So Gridone conducts 

an interesting test internally. AI and 

humans actually compete to resolve a 

natural language problem. The result? AI 

always wins. “Understanding” human 

language is important here. AI hones 

the skills to understand and process 

natural language everyday. On top of 

this learning, Visioning AI technology 

is added to enable human-like 

understanding, which is the key feature 

of Gridone technology. "Being no. 1 

in RPA is not important. The ultimate 

goal is to automate the whole world. 

Gridone will exist wherever automation 

is needed.” In could realize he meant it 

have a chance to experience Gridone's 

technology. But things are going to 

change a lot in the future. Gridone will 

launch a new personal assistant service, 

aka " PASA PASA". Simply by ordering 

from your smartphone, the AI personal 

assistant will automatically find and 

reserve the train tickets for your desired 

schedule. Your AI secretary will activate 

the Auto cleaning system for you. 

#Idea

#Idea

“One idea is better than tens of 

thousands of lines of coding." It was the 

most impressive part of Kim's words. 

One new idea is better than a huge 

coding work comparable to "manual 

labor." He stressed that creativity, 

or creative challenges or attempts 

to break the routines, is much more 

valuable than routine works. “Anyway, 

the robot(s) and people who operate it 

should act as one team. Human roles 

and ideas are as important as robots. 

We care about the idea of soft power 

and, above all else, make investment 

in education to raise talented people.” 

“Soft power” is an essential element to 

become a competitive global company 

in the center of the fourth industry. The 

company tries to strengthen internal 

soft power and make lots of efforts to 

develop the soft of the world. That's 

why "easybot" solution was distributed 

for free, without any functional 

limitations. Easybot is a program 

that enables anyone to automate 

their tasks without any restrictions. 

You may wonder why we should use 

this program. Soon, you will figure 

out that all this is the foundation for 

personal assistant services and lifestyle 

automation. 

while continuing our conversation. As 

we continued with our conversation, I 

came to realize how much he meant it.

#Private 

#Secretary 

#Service

There are several AI automation 

solutions representing Gridone, 

including Automate One. Many 

companies have been able to reduce 

the workload and increase work 

efficiency through the AI automation 

systems. In the end, the benefits 

go to the people. Mr. Kim says, by 

reducing the workload, the workers 

may use their time for more valuable 

issues. In fact, he is certainly happy 

as an AI technology leader when he 

receives positive feedback from the 

customers who no longer need to 

carry out excessive work thanks to AI. 

Our products are mostly enterprise 

solutions. This means it will be very 

difficult for the readers of Seoul Made, 

which is not an IT-related magazine, to 

+ Grid one

Gridone is developing an intelligent RPA 

solution called "Automate One" to help 

improve work efficiency by automating 

simple, repetitive processes. As a leader in 

business automation with AI technology, the 

company will soon unveil personal assistant 

services using AI.

Kim Gyekwan, CEO, Gridone

Let me get an AI secretary 
Gridone

I discovered another future in a session on intelligent automation solutions that 

incorporate the AI technology. It's hard for me to feel that the AI technology could ever 

be mine, but thanks to Gridone, I think I'll soon have a personal assistant.
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the "living" of the workers. "Koreans 

are so smart that they dig into a gap 

(if any) in the platform and mobilize a 

variety of ways to make more profits 

in a short period of time, which can 

generate innocent victims.” if some get 

excessive profits, it means the rest may 

have too little. We are going to create a 

healthy platform environment that tracks 

user behavior and ensures fair returns 

without being misled. 

#Data restaurant 

#Join us

“Will Albamon be a competitor after ten 

years?” It was like a joke, but it did not 

sound like a joke. Like anyone else, we 

are investing heavily in making the best 

digital part time that can "turn the world 

upside down." This is to help numerous 

contract or non-regular workers work 

#Startup founder for living

An entrepreneur who has founded 

four start-ups and experienced three 

M&As in IT-related R&D sector for 

over 20 years. Park Minwoo, CEO of 

Crowdworks, introduced himself as a 

"poor" CEO before the interview begins. 

I thought that he expressed himself 

with "poor" just for fun. However, by 

looking at the history of this company, 

I found his philosophy or identify 

"business for living" is well reflected in 

his work or business. While he collects 

and processes vast amounts of data 

through crowd sourcing and provides it 

to various AI developers, the first thing 

he is worried about is his livelihood.

# 110,000 people

I've heard that he makes some money 

by taking photos and uploading them 

(like a part-time job). At first, I could not 

understand how a job like that could 

pay anyway; later I found that was the 

story of Crowdworks. Surprisingly, there 

are now about 110,000 participants 

on the crowdworks platform. The 

miracle of data generated by 110,000 

+ Crowdworks

Crowdworks provides a Korea's first and largest online crowdsourcing AI learning data processing platform. In order to build a platform that can collect and 

process the learning data with more than 99% data reliability. the company has conducted more than 700 projects for many large enterprises and public 

institutions. It holds the most patents among domestic AI learning data processing companies.

teaching of AI is human intelligence. 

This year, we changed the copy to 

“AI & Human Resource Platform 

Crowdworks” to indicate that it is a 

platform where the values of human/

artificial intelligence come together. 

He has always emphasized human 

resources. However, by combining 

an inspection process that had not 

existed before, the process of the entire 

platform became complicated by 3 fold, 

and the "process became messy." It is 

the human that can resolve these issues 

as well. "This may have occurred a long 

time ago, but with the construction of 

Gyeongbu Expressway, our industry has 

grown significantly. I think I'm working 

on the highway for the AI industry.” I 

understand that it is an expressway 

connecting two worlds that seem 

heterogeneous and irrelevant such as 

AI developers, labs, big companies, and 

workers who may not be involved in AI. 

"Expressway" was a good analogy in that 

they became a data processing platform 

for AI companies and a labor platform 

for people to work.

#Humanitarianism

Recently, Crowdworks has intensified 

the monitoring of its workers. This is 

because it is important to figure out how 

people are managing to secure accurate 

data for AI. It is also directly related to 

people. After all, this is the reason 

why Mr. Park focused on data and 

crowdsourcing through his fifth start-

up. “Amazon's MechanicalTurk was 

my business model. But I had to take 

a different route to meet the needs of 

Korean AI companies." The company 

needed to differentiate itself by making 

a platform with 99% accuracy, unlike 

the previous models that did not have 

a data verification step. It is the first 

data processing platform with a 100% 

inspection system.

#Artificial intelligence

#Human intelligence

“For artificial intelligence, human 

intelligence is essential. After all, 

from home using our digital platform at 

the guaranteed minimum hourly wages. 

“Platform labor is not enough especially 

for women, half of the population. We 

are planning to create an environment 

where women in their 20s can safely 

contribute to society.” Taking that idea 

a step further, the company has just 

opened a Crowdworks job site to 

connect experienced and proven users 

directly to AI companies, and we'll be 

introducing online training to grow the 

best part-timers soon. The data that 

underpins the AI industry and the people 

who produce the data. Crowdworks 

serves as a bridge and is still working 

hard on the expressway. At the end of 

the day, all the hard work is for Korean 

AI companies. He did not forget to say 

"Join Crowdworks, a data restaurant" 

after the interview had ended.

Park Minwoo, CEO, Crowdworks

AI benefiting humans 
CrowdWorks

Crowdworks is a little different from other AI companies. In the digital industry, 

including AI, the answer to how businesses and workers should co-exist can be found 

from a unique platform of which door is wide open.
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#Seoul

#Fateful

As soon as we met Lee Hanbin of 

Seoul Robotics, who wore a hat, jeans 

and shirts, the topic of conversation 

naturally moved to "Seoul." At first, he 

thought of KoreaRobotics, but I was 

little worried that some foreigners might 

mistake it as a North Korean company. 

Then, surprisingly, he found there was 

no company using "Seoul" in its name 

up until that point. He asked about the 

image of "Seoul" to others. According 

to him, the reaction was mixed in two 

ways. "Do you have to use 'Seoul'?" 

And "Oh, no one is using 'Seoul'?" To 

me, Seoul was a city where familiarity 

and novelty coexisted. In fact, it must 

have been an unfamiliar city to him as 

he studied in America for his high school 

and college years.

#From nothing to something

Three Koreans and one Vietnamese 

French used to gather online to study 

AI. These four guys participated in the 

world's famous autonomous driving 

coding competition under the name of 

“Team Korea.” Surprisingly, the team 

ranked 10th out of 2,000 teams in total. 

They were so amazed with the result, 

that they came together to meet to 

meet under the sky of Seoul one day 

and decided to make a startup called 

processing and minimizing electricity 

consumption by reducing computer 

calculation rates are the key points in 

terms of technology. We are the no. 1 

across the world in both." Lee Hanbin 

expects that the technology could be 

applied to a variety of AI fields as well as 

autonomous driving in the future. He is 

busy traveling around the world beyond 

Korea to promote the company's original 

technology. 

#AI and 200 books

Military life life provided some space 

to think seriously about himself and 

the future. He read over 200 books 

during that time. “Most books available 

in the military are self-development 

or business books. The Bill Gates 

biography is the most memorable book. 

Come to think of, those books I read 

in the military are greatly helping my 

AI business.” You may understand the 

correlation between AI and Books is 

similar to the harmony between digital 

and analogue. Mutually-complementary 

relationship.

#Breakaway

“I have never shared this with others.. 

My nickname is Crocs Guy.” Then it must 

be a private comment? When I first 

met him, now I remember his casual 

slippers of a well-known brand. He 

looked a little less polite, though it was 

a small interview. Later he said he only 

wears Crocs even for important, formal 

meetings with customers. I asked 

why. He answered, "I don't have any 

other shoes, and they're convenient.” I 

expected something more reasonable, 

but realized there was already a good 

explanation in his answer. Maybe he 

has the ideal DNA for the AI world. 

Breakaway and freedom. 30% of the 

office workers were foreigners, and 

everybody spoke in English. When they 

left work, no one cared whether his or 

her boss was still in the office. Culture 

like autonomous-driving and a pair of 

Crocs. Well, these two describe what 

"Seoul Robotics" is quite well.

+ Seoul Robotics

Seoul Robotics makes core software needed for LiDAR sensors for autonomous driving systems. Now, the company is renewing itself as a global AI 

company beyond Korea by attracting large-scale investments and signing contracts with the world's leading car brands based on its unique technology.
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Lee Hanbin, CEO, Seoul Robotics

From Seoul to the World
Seoul Robotics 

Seoul Robotics' time is running a little faster than the world's time in a busy office 

space where multinational races gather. This is because they must always evolve 

ahead of self-driving technology that is advancing every day.
Seoul Robotics. The main focus is to 

develop software that uses AI and deep 

learning technology to recognize, collect, 

and analyze the surrounding conditions 

conditions. It was Lee Hanbin who 

led the whole process. “Autonomous 

cars have LiDAR sensors to recognize 

the surrounding shape in 3D, and the 

software's role is to collect, analyze and 

predict the 3D data through AI.” LiDAR 

sensor appears to be very important 

in autonomous driving. Before Seoul 

Robotics, according to him, no company 

existed that had been developing/

supplying such software. 

#Top coding instructor

To see why he has been so prominent in 

the software area in such a short time, 

you'll need to look at his extraordinary 

career as an online self-driving coding 

instructor. Wouldn't he have become 

more famous as the so-called "top 

coding instructor" if he had continued 

to lecture without returning to Seoul? 

His dream was not so simple. Traditional 

LiDAR sensors were mostly supplied 

with basic software or internally-

developed by large corporations. 

Seoul Robotics started developing 

and selling software, and then other 

competitors benchmarked it to study 

or develop solutions. Thanks to this, 

Seoul Robotics' software is the most 

frequently used one. “Accuracy in data 
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The chances are very little that there would be conflict between AI and humans 

in the future society. Instead, issues with AI lie in how people would use such 

an intelligent tool as AI. That is the "ethical" issues of AI. Now, how should 

humans perceive and handle AI when they have to co-exist with AI?

Hi? 
I am 
Human

So how novel a tool is an AI? No 

one has the answer yet. But here 

is a question to ask at a time when 

we are building a future with an 

unprecedentedly highly intelligent tool: 

Can people co-exist with such a smart 

Super AI on the planet?

AI is developing rapidly nd brings with 

it growing concerns as well. However, 

there are not enough conversations 

based on the correct understanding 

about AI’s logical and technical aspects. 

That is probably due to the impact from 

films or TV shows. Impressions from 

movies like <Terminator>, <Matrix>, 

or <Ex Machina> are so intense that 

people take it for real. To me, SF which 

features AI that is far superior to the 

human brain, for example, Super AI or 

Super Intelligence, is not a “SCIENCE 

Fiction” but “science FICTION”. They 

are not based on scientific technology 

but simply ‘fictious’. Furthermore, 

the philosophical and logical claims 

that support the fictions depend on 

imagination, rather than internal basis. 

That is, they are nothing but pseudo-

science. <Gödel, Escher, Bach: An 

Eternal Golden Braid> by Douglas 

Hofstadter, <The Singularity Is Near> 

by Ray Kurzweil, <Homo Deus> by 

Yuval Harari,< Superintelligence> by 

Nick Bostrom, <Our Final Invention> 

by James Barrat, and <Life 3.0> by 

Max Tegmark are all the examples in 

that regard. 

The debate about "singularity" or "super 

intelligence" is bound to involve self-

contradiction. After all, if super AI does 

come along, humanity won't be able to 

do anything but wait for their disposal, 

to a point where they can never act or 

respond. Therefore, debates like this 

only lead to apocalyptic conclusion, 

both logical and theological. We may 

just pray “May it be done as AI’s will”.

So, the debate is not just incongruent 

with facts but also unethical. To begin 

with, such a debate tends to forestall all 

proactive debate itself as it introduces 

an apocalyptic world or dystopia. As 

with all apocalyptic debates, salvation 

only comes from a transcendental 

world. What’s more, the debate drains 

energy and time that otherwise should 

be concentrated on topics which 

are more urgent and relevant. Even 

Ray Kurzweil, the futurist who sets 

the nearest future for the advent of 

Super AI, proposes the year of 2045 

while there are compelling claims that 

humanity will face serious extinction 

threats from climate change before 

that. There is another more serious 

agenda that social gap, inequality, and 

unfairness are growing even at the 

current pace of AI development. It is 

right to deal with urgent agenda first 

before it’s too late.

In fact, the AI solutions that engineers 

are developing for the industry are 

specialized in certain tasks. They are 

called "Artificial Narrow Intelligence." 

ANI far outperforms humans on 

specific tasks such as laundry, 

cleaning, rice cooking, house heating 

and warming, Go game, translation, 

and finding path. Almost all AIs 

that are developed for economical 

and technological purposes fall into 

this category. Super AI or AGI can 

be understood to be an upper AI 

which automatically generalizes and 

integrates those many ANIs.

AI only comes up with reasonable 

solutions to tasks that humans assign 

to them. Of course, animals face 

problems as tasks to tackle. But the 

difference is, animals are able to sense 

a problem as a problem by themselves. 

For AI, someone has to tell them that 

it is problem. The way that intelligence 

works once a problem arises is identical 

between AI and humans. You can say 

that they are also "reasonable" in that 

they try to find the optimal solution in 

practice. AI may figure out the best 

probability and the most optimized 

solutions but only for works that 

humans tell them to do. Then why does 

the advent of Super AI keep coming up 

despite such fundamental limitations as 

this? The fast pace of technology that 

even beats an SF imagination can be 

one explanation. AI develops far faster 

than we can ever imagine. 

Aside from SF, exaggerated news and 

misinformation generated by media 

outlets seem partly to blame for 

stirring the mistaken imagination in the 

minds of the general public. As news 

itself today seek sensationalism and 

stimulation, issues over Super AI do 

not seem to dissipate easily.

Though AI has created a lot of 

misunderstanding because of the 

name "intelligence" itself, AI is a very 

powerful tool that hardly has anything 
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Kim Jaein graduated from Seoul National University Aesthetics Department. Kim is now a philosopher with doctor’s degree in philosophy. He is currently a 

research professor at Kyung Hee University Center for Cross-cultural Studies. Kim asked about the path for human beings in the book he published in 2017 

titled <The Age of AI: What is human?>

to do with human brains. We may see 

it as a "tool with intelligence" because 

they effortlessly solve problems that 

are quite challenging to the human 

brains. But we have to first ditch that 

perception if we are to co-exist with AI.

The chances are very little that humans 

will conflict with AI in the future. 

Conflict may arise between humans 

who can utilize AI very well and those 

who can’t. Therefore, issues with AI 

are how humans will utilize that tool, 

that is, AI’s ethical issues. Given the 

word’s root, "ethical" here means the 

exploration of a habit or behavior. 

Ethics with AI has nothing to do with 

how we should make AI act ethically. 

AI is not an ethical agent in the first 

place. What’s at stake is what and 

how to do with AI. On the one hand, 

this has to do with the design and 

the execution of AI algorithm, and on 

the other, it is about who uses that 

tool which lets them wield powerful 

influence. Whether an individual or a 

group, a corporate or a government, 

those who use AI must be tempted 

to ignore sociality and publicness. 

However, AI is a tool so powerful that if 

we turn a blind eye to its ethical issues, 

society will face devastation.

If we put aside cases that traditionally 

threaten humanity, it now becomes 

evident that the biggest threat down 

the road is AI and ecology.

Ethics in society so far has remained 

focused on individual behavior. 

However, now is the time for humanity 

to desperately seek to answer the 

question of "how we have to live 

as a group?" This is the reason that 

ethics should not be confined to 

ethical realms but expanded into an 

international political venue. Therefore, 

we need a new governance. Imagine 

that autonomous vehicles are widely 

distributed. A heavy-handed or an 

authoritarian regime may impose 

different guidelines on different 

vehicles, for example, by allowing 

dissidents to drive only on certain 

areas or roads. AI, at least, can benefit 

our lives only under a democratic 

government.

AI is a very smart and capable tool. 

AI has had an enormous impact on 

society as it keeps replacing one 

phase of human brain activity at a 

time. They are often scary too. AI is a 

tool but a special tool. But a tool has 

never remained as a simple tool at all 

times. Humans invent tools and the 

tools reorganize humans and society 

in return. Then humans create new 

tools, which would change humans, 

consciousness, relations, society and 

everything else. Then what makes AI 

so special and new? We do not have 

the answer yet. We are just beginning 

to understand. We have to build a 

future with this new tool. But we 

must not forget the reality because 

of imagination. Our behavior must be 

rooted on accurate perception.
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REPORT

Major cities across the world are working to introduce "autonomous driving." 

The city of Seoul also pledged to provide services for the purpose of freeing 

drivers from behind the wheel. How will our life look like in the "autonomous 

driving city of Seoul?" Let's take a close look at what Mr. S·E·O·U·L do on one 

imaginary, but not so far-fetched, day in Seoul. After that, Dr. Cha Duwon, a 

mobility expert, will take us to the year of 2040 when "Mobility-as-a-Service" 

becomes a reality.

Autonomous 
Driving Seoul :

A Day with 
Mr. S·E·O·U·L
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“So, where do you want to go today?”

Mr. S asks his wife and two kids before 

going on a weekend camping. 

“Yangpyong!”, “Chuncheon”, “Taean!”, 

the three shouted out at the same time. 

Mr. S remembered the camp site in 

the city of Jeongseon with a stunning 

scenery along the road on the way. 

After hearing the family’s conversation, 

the car activates the AI processor and 

figures out how long it takes to each 

destination even before Mr. S says “Pick 

what camp site to go.” The car reflects 

each member’s preferences as well. 

It decides by considering past data on 

the weekend and even real-time traffic 

status. There are so many things to look 

into - weather, road conditions, good 

restaurants on the way, and a charging 

station. The car finally decides to go 

to one near Chuncheon this week. 

Another family uses car sharing when 

necessary. All they do is just summon a 

car to their home at a designated time. 

They don’t need to own multiple cars 

because they don’t have enough parking 

space. But a big car would be better for 

camping to load the camping gear. His 

wife insists on going glamping at a fully 

furnished site but Mr. S would pack the 

trunk to full with camping equipment, 

saying that is true camping. This time, 

he rented a large minivan. The auto-

driving minivan he booked on a sharing 

platform arrived at Mr. S’ home one 

hour before the reserved departure 

time.

Once Mr. S and his family get in the car, 

the car finishes passenger authorization 

on their individual smartphone. As 

passengers’ information is shared with 

the car via cloud, the car begins to work 

like one of Mr. S’ loved ones. The car 

reflects personal preferences and habits 

before making decisions based on the 

family data it owns. The destination was 

decided upon through this process too.

Mr. S and his wife sometimes forget 

things. They would have to go back 

home to pick up what they forgot. But 

no longer now. They don’t worry if they 

left the gas valve open or left lightings 

on because they can turn them off from 

the car. What they actually forget was 

not back in the house but the car itself 

this time. The car arrived under charged 

probably because Mr. S forgot to check 

the full-charge option. The car was a little 

charged but Mr. S knew that he had to 

stop at a charging station on the way. 

He thought about what to do because 

the traffic would soon get heavy if he 

did not hit the road right away. The car 

started to drive to the nearest charging 

station.

Time in a car is a good chance for a 

family conversation. Mr. S couldn’t play 

with his kids while behind the wheel 

but in an autonomous car, he is freer. 

The car is following the optimal course 

it figured out but the traffic is congested 

on the weekend. Mr. S thought he had 

talked with the kids for long when he 

realized that there’s some more time left 

before arriving. He decided to take a nap 

because he went to bed late because of 

work yesterday night. One of the things 

which he no longer does is drive while 

drowsy. There are no service areas on 

the express road either.

The car’s AI kept searching the optimal 

path to the destination all the time on 

the road. Its deep-learning analyzed the 

current traffic situation, data used for 

weekend camping, and traffic history on 

the same date from the previous years 

to find the shortest and most convenient 

path. It drove to the destination as it 

maintained a safe distance from the cars 

ahead, changing lanes and calculating 

with the countless sensors on it. Mr. 

S stopped at a service area to find 

the charging station packed with cars 

waiting for their turn. He thought he was 

lucky to charge the car before departure. 

After anticipating that the path will likely 

be congested, the car exits the express 

road before it gets to the point. Based 

on the navigation and GPS information, 

it slowed down at curved roads and 

adjusted the speed so that it does not 

violate traffic lights. Mr. S would drive 

along the road with beautiful scenery 

on the way to the destination. The car 

knows what path Mr. S likes through 

A day with Mr. S 
who goes camping 
in an autonomous 
vehicle

machine learning.Seoul still had fine 

dust so the car shut down the air 

ventilation for a while and activated air 

purification mode. The farther they drove 

from Seoul, the less fine dust they 

felt. The sky was blue by the time they 

reached Gangwon. The car automatically 

opened the ventilator and lowered the 

window when passing through regions 

with clean air. Mr. S could smell the 

thawing soil in spring.

They finally arrived at the destination. 

After unloading, the car automatically 

parked itself to charge. It requires 

extra caution in camping site because 

customers, kids, and pets all mingle 

close to the cars. The car elevated the 

alert level after scanning the surrounding 

environment when it accessed the 

site so it drove slowly in case of of any 

accidents.C
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“Bump!”

Mr. E’s heart dropped in the car at 

a sudden accident. A car bumped 

into his after abruptly changing the 

lane. When he saw the car closing in, 

though, Mr. E’s car set the emergency 

brake and swiftly swerved to safety 

to minimize the impact, but not 

completely enough to dodge the 

accident. 

After autonomous driving became a 

norm, traffic accidents on the roads 

all but disappeared. The accident this 

time may be to blame on system 

failure or sensor malfunction on the 

car which changed the lane. Or it could 

be an insurance fraud where the driver 

voluntarily interfered with the car. 

The moment the cars crashed, it 

was instantly notified to the vehicle 

“Mom, can I ride another car?” Ms. 

O checked car sharing companies to 

choose a vehicle to send her kids to 

elementary school. Car sharing service 

companies that dispatch kids’ favorite 

vehicles are very popular recently. They 

offer sports cars and luxurious sedans 

for kids who are interested in cars. Ms. 

O’s kids use this service often. She 

asked the company to recommend one 

because her kids didn’t have a specific 

model in mind. The car sharing company 

recommended a small convertible after 

its AI looked into her son’s preferences, 

past rental history, weather, and road 

conditions.

Ms. O’s son goes to school that’s about 

20 minutes away by car. It is a little too 

far to walk and there is no direct public 

transportation. So he uses the family car. 

company, insurance company, police 

station, 911, and the governing district 

office automatically. Since it was 

a fender-bender and there was no 

casualty, no police car or 911 came. 

The district office did dispatch an 

unmanned accident clearance vehicle 

to pick up debris.

AI adjuster’s analysis of the accident 

video clip found that Mr. E’s car is not 

responsible for the accident. Mr. E’s 

car had to be repaired, though. The 

date and name of the repair shops 

available, items requiring repairs, 

and expected service charge invoice 

were displayed on the monitor. After 

reviewing the information, Mr. E gave 

a voice command to the car to go 

ahead. Rent car information sent by 

the other party’s insurance company 

Her husband Mr. U has one self-driving 

electric vehicle. It takes less than one 

hour for him to commute. The car which 

drove her husband to work returns home 

to pick up Ms. O’s kids to take them to 

school. All Mr. O has to do is prepare 

breakfast for the kids and make sure they 

get in the car. What’s happening in the 

car on the way to school is live-streamed 

to Ms. O’s smartphone or the monitor 

at home. Kids usually talk to mom but 

sometimes read new comics in the car. 

The VR in the car displays video clips so 

the kids feel as if they are in an animation 

film. The kids can study would study for a 

special class in the car via a video lecture. 

Kids who have difficulty in using the 

family car opt for the school shuttle 

sharing service. An autonomous driving 

mini van picks up the kids at a designated 

popped up on his monitor. Three cars 

with a similar segment appeared 

on it. The other party’s insurance 

company picked the models which 

it thought Mr. E would like based on 

his preferences its machine learning 

analyzed. The car Mr. E picked arrived 

after a while. Mr. E’s car started off to 

the repair shop in auto-driven mode. 

The other party’s car was notified 

about the repair invoice and insurance 

premium penalty on the spot. The 

vehicle manufacturer’s analysis of 

the information concluded that the 

sensors were to blame.

Accidents like this are very rare in the 

age of unmanned vehicles. One of 

his office colleagues told Mr. E to buy 

a lottery ticket since he would have 

good luck after such a rare experience.

A day with Mr. E who had a car 
accident in an autonomous car

A day with Ms. O who sends her 
kids in an autonomous vehicle

time. There is not a fixed course. Once 

the kids leave home, the vehicle receives 

a signal. The car comes up with the 

optimal course in real time by considering 

the distance between their home and 

the pick-up point. It is similar to private 

tutoring centers offering school shuttle 

operation. The only difference is that the 

van is unmanned today. 

Once she sends her kids to school, Ms. 

O gets ready to go to the shop she runs. 

She can be late if she herself drops her 

kids at school or leaves home with them 

together. She is free in the morning since 

her kids go to school without her help. 

She goes to the shop in the car which 

returned after dropping her kids at school. 

When she needs to go to work earlier in 

the morning, Ms. O drives the family car 

and sends her kids in a shared car. C
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“Where am I now?”

Mr. U asked a person in white standing 

before him. 

Mr. U had suddenly lost consciousness 

while driving. The healthcare sensors 

in the car detected his usual body 

movement. The positioning sensor on 

the watch he was wearing also notified 

the sudden change in his body posture 

to the system. When Mr. U’s body 

didn’t return to the normal position, 

the healthcare system detected an 

emergency and sprang into action.

The car first checked Mr. U’s physical 

status before making an emergency call 

to traffic control center and 911. Seats 

changed position by itself to make sure 

Mr. U can relax and nothing blocks his 

breathing. The massage function in the 

seat was turned on to relax his tense 

muscles. Increased oxygen kept the 

air in the car refreshing. Mr. U’s car 

figured out the shortest path to his 

primary physician’s hospital and began 

running. The situation was notified to 

cars around Mr. U’s. They made way so 

that Mr. U’s car could drive past them 

quickly. His car kept searching for the 

shortest possible route to the hospital 

on the way. It integrated information to 

decide whether to head for the nearest 

hospital or for a rendezvous with an 

ambulance to save time.

The moment when Mr. U lost 

consciousness, the latest information 

detected by the healthcare system was 

already sent to his primary physician. 

The physician closely watched Mr. 

U on the monitor in real time. After 

examining Mr. U’s physical status and 

the live video, the physician concluded 

that it is not an emergency. But he 

could not let down his guard. Mr. U’s 

car kept searching for the optimal route 

as it was getting closer to the hospital. 

The traffic control center monitored his 

car’s route in real time while controlling 

the roads and traffic just in case.

Mr. U’s medication information and 

physical condition information collected 

by a smart watch or smart phone are 

shared with the vehicle healthcare 

system. His health information stored 

on the smart watch, smartphone, 

vehicle, and hospital is integrated 

on cloud and managed as big data 

systematically. Big data is analyzed by 

AI to help ensure that Mr. U is in the 

best health condition not just while 

driving but also in his everyday life.

Mr. U chose the healthcare option 

when he bought the self-driving car. 

The option’s price was a bit high but 

he decided to think it as insurance 

since he had some chronic conditions. 

Drivers once used to choose anti-

sleepiness and anti-drunk driving 

options. Here’s how they worked. 

The sensors detected the driver's eye 

movement to judge if they are drowsy. 

Cars won’t start once it knows the 

driver is drunk. As full autonomous-

driving cars became widely adopted, 

functions like this are now only 

available in vehicles with manual 

driving options.

Mr. U didn’t get behind the wheel 

himself due to his health issues, so 

he opted for the fully autonomous 

car and added the healthcare option. 

His car comes with seats equipped 

with sensors that monitor the driver's 

heart rate in real time and analyzes 

the driver's breath to check on their 

health status. Arm rests come with 

a device that emits electrical signals 

through the body and collect blood. 

If the driver in the seat puts the arms 

on the rest, the device automatically 

checks the physical status. It also 

measures the driver's eye movement, 

pulse, body temperature and other 

physical information to identify their 

psychological status and stress level. 

It adjusts lighting in the car and plays 

peaceful music to help the driver 

stay calm. The device is also capable 

of filtering out allergens and has an 

acupressure function. What satisfied 

Mr. U was, among others, remote 

medical treatment. He can consult with 

a physician while driving and in case of 

emergency, what’s happening in the 

car is notified to the doctor. It was the 

healthcare system that was especially 

helpful in the last accident.

When Mr. U woke up, his primary 

physician said that it was accumulated 

fatigue. Mr. U wears a smart watch to 

monitor his sleeping hours 24/7. Data 

was shared with the healthcare system 

in the car which concluded that he had 

sleep deprivation. The car’s healthcare 

system recommended that Mr. U take 

a nap in the car before he gets to the 

destination. Mr. U was a little excited 

to meet an old friend but was stressed 

checking what went wrong with the 

project on the phone. That affected his 

chronic diseases, ultimately causing 

him to lose consciousness. In fact, the 

healthcare system in his car had stood 

ready for a potential emergency based 

on his unusual behavior and physical 

changes. That let the system respond 

to the accident in a prompt manner.

Mr. U’s day 
who was 
taken to ER 
while in a 
self-driving 
car
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“I can’t wait for the weekend…”

Mr. L kept letting out sighs of grief in 

the office. That should sound normal 

for any couple. He was looking into 

the monitor but was all obsessed with 

thinking where to go on a date this 

coming weekend.

Despite his leg disability, Mr. L’s life 

is not so different compared to other 

abled people. On weekdays, he would 

commute to work and on weekends, 

he either indulges in hobbies or 

goes out with his girlfriend. In the 

past, he wouldn’t even think about 

it because it was so challenging. 

But it is different now. Thanks to the 

development of auto-driving vehicles 

and wearable devices, Mr. L has the 

freedom of mobility. He also faces less 

discrimination against disabled people 

in job interviews. 

It was the Saturday morning. Once 

in the car, Mr. L ordered the car to 

pick up his girlfriend before going 

to the movies. He wanted to leave 

home earlier since the theater would 

be crowded on Saturday but made 

the appointment a little later for his 

girlfriend who likes to sleep late in the 

morning. That would be a problem 

since his car would take him there 

earlier than the appointment. After 

picking his girlfriend up, the car started 

out to the shopping mall where the 

theater is located. The navigation in Mr. 

L’s car figured out the optimal route 

and a vacant parking space.

When Mr. L opened the door to get 

off the car, he saw an auto-driven 

wheelchair waiting for him. Once 

nestled onto the wheelchair, Mr. L 

synchronized his smartphone with the 

wheelchair. The movement route he 

stored in his smartphone was shared 

with the wheelchair. The shopping 

center was so huge and had many 

floors that he could have lost direction. 

But the wheelchair took him to the 

theater without any erros. The auto-

driven wheelchair followed in the 

dedicated lane and took elevators 

to avoid mobility restrictions. Mr. L 

attached the wearable robot around his 

legs. He had no choice but to watch 

the movie on seats designated for 

disabled people in the past. But now 

he can take whatever seat that suits 

him thanks to the wearable robot. He 

reserved the best seat so they could 

enjoy the film a lot.

The next destination was the Han River 

park. Han River is one of the most loved 

destinations for couples especially 

in the spring season. Mr. L used the 

wearable robot sharing service. Unlike 

the model he used for a while in the 

movie theater, this model looked more 

sturdy and durable. Mr. L’s user data 

include information such as his walking 

pattern and pace. When he walks alone, 

the robot moves in a way to minimize 

fatigue on his legs. When he is working 

out, the pace and steps are adjusted 

accordingly. Since he would be walking 

with his girlfriend today, there would 

a lot of variables involving pace and 

direction. Mr. L set the robot on AI 

mode. The wearable robot adjusted its 

leg movement to the pace of the person 

walking next to him. Mr. L had never 

thought that going out on a date was 

challenging. Everything went just so 

naturally that his girlfriend did not even 

realize that she was going out with a 

disabled person.

The restaurant he booked for dinner 

was crowded as anticipated. He was 

fortunate not to have to stand in line, 

at least. They had to navigate through 

a narrow alley to get to the restaurant 

and there was no company that rents 

equipment for disabled people in the 

district. So Mr. L decided to use the car 

seat as the wheelchair. Mr. L included 

the wheelchair car seat option for 

the car. The wheelchair car seat was 

very convenient for short travel as it 

comes with a powered motor - not as 

comfortable as the one he used in the 

shopping mall, though. After Mr. L got 

A day of Mr. L on a date in a 
self-driving car

out the car, it went to the parking lot on 

autonomous driving mode. 

Mr. L’s  girlfriend had been busy taking 

photos to upload on social media 

since that morning. She loves to  keep 

cherished memories; On their way 

back, he uploaded the photos via the 

infotainment system in the car. The 

infotainment system created a video clip 

from the photos it received and showed 

the clip on the monitor. The system also 

played the songs the system learned she 

likes as background music. The AI system 

helped the date by showing photos taken 

in different seasons in one place.

That night, Mr. L decided to ask her 

to marry him and planned a beautiful 

proposal ceremony. And he ordered a 

nice wearable robot he would wear on 

the wedding day.C
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Autonomous cars, which were limited 

to test driving up until the 2030s, are 

now widely available thanks to the car 

sharing service. Since we don’t need 

to get behind the wheel ourselves, we 

can enjoy a variety of other activities 

with the newly available space and 

time. If the smartphone was the 

platform for life in the past, today, 

autonomous vehicles have become 

the life platform.

Autonomous vehicles have changed 

the way people travel and live. Some 

car sharing companies operate self-

driving cars specifically for those 

with limited access to transportation 

- senior citizens, disabled people, 

or children. Seoul also runs similar 

social welfare programs. Seoul, in 

particular, offers subsidies to citizens 

with limited transportation access 

when they apply for the autonomous 

vehicle service. Those programs have 

resulted in the number of self-driving 

cars increasing. Citizens are less 

concerned about emergencies either. 

Kids feel safer when going to school 

in self-driven cars. Traffic accidents 

Seoul Mayor Park Won Soon announced the Seoul Declaration at the Seoul 

Smart Mobility Expo in November 2019. Mayor Park presented the vision of the 

future where services for the freedom to fly freely are provided to citizens and 

citizens have the freedom for thoughts and action. When will the declaration 

come true? Korea Insight Institute’s Strategic Studies Director Dr. Cha Du-won 

paints the mobility environment of Seoul in 2040 based on the future scenario 

presented in <Future of Mobility>.

decreased dramatically. It all has led 

to the expression ‘those with limited 

access to public transportation’ have 

now disappeared. 

The development of Purpose 

Built Vehicle technology has also 

contributed to the wide adoption of 

self-driven cars. PBV can transform 

the passenger room on a car platform, 

aka "skateboard," into a space or a 

wide variety of purposes - camping, 

long-distance travel, office, kids room, 

and school bus. It can also support the 

passengers' space for senior citizens 

who go to hospital. The connection 

between Urban Air Mobility, known as 

"flying car," and the self-driving car is 

convenient as well. Book a self-driving 

car and a flying car arrives at home at 

the designated time. The self-driving 

car can take passengers to the hub 

where they can transfer to Urban Air 

Mobility. Passengers then can stay in 

the hub, which is like an airline lounge, 

before transferring to a flying car on 

the roof top or right next to it. Issues 

like noise and safety have all been 

solved and there were no accidents at 

all.

For this travel, I decided to try flying 

cars for efficiency reasons after 

thinking whether I should use the 

seld-driven car all the time. Departing 

from Seoul first, we would stop at 

Daejeon, Chuncheon, and Busan as 

hub cities. To travel between hub 

cities, we would travel in flying cars. 

In Seoul, we used the hub next to the 

Han River. An optimal travel route, 

traveling time for mobility devices, 

major tourist destinations, restaurants, 

and budget were all figured out by 

an AI assistant. For this travel too, it 

analyzed our past family tour history, 

foods we had, shopping list, favorite 

TV shows. It also tapped into big data 

about those who visited our desired 

destinations in order to recommend 

the optimal driving route, itinerary, 

hotels, and restaurants. As the car 

is connected to the "smart home," I 

could check the inside of the house 

and control many devices at home, 

which let me enjoy outdoor activities 

Seoul in 
2040: 
Mobility is 
Service

with a sense of security. It’s all thanks 

to the remarkable development of AI 

and communication technology, but 

among others, the Human Machine 

Interface technology. Cars which can 

be controlled by voice no longer have 

to be driven by humans. Cars have 

turned into a life partner that shares 

my memory, and almost all data and 

knowledge about myself and my loved 

ones.

Jobs have changed too. It is vehicle 

and mobility which saw the fastest 

change take place in the job market 

for the past two decades. Jobs like 

the taxi driver and truck driver have 

all but disappeared. Autonomous 

car mechanic, safety manager, and 

some other jobs were created. But 

since autonomous cars are largely 

maintained in the service stations run 

by car sharing companies, car repair 

shop and gas stations are almost 

gone too. 

How we work is no longer the same. 

In the past, drivers would answer a 

call behind the wheel saying “I am 

driving” and then focused on driving 

again. Today, they can continue 

working if they want even while 

driving. Technology development has 

led to the growth of working from 

home but, at the same time, the rise 

of the digital nomad who sleep, travel, 

and work in self-driven vehicles.

Mobility Divide, once feared amid the 

emergence of auto-driving vehicles, 

did not really materialize. Mobility 

Divide is similar to Digital Divide 

which refers to ‘inequality in access 

to information’ when the Internet was 

first developed. Mobility Divide, which 

came along in the 2020s, represents 

unequal access to mobility and 

urban areas caused by economic and 

social gaps. However, along with the 

development of autonomous vehicles 

and flying cars, MaaS, or Mobility as a 

Service, also advanced. On-Demand 

Service such as car sharing and 

shuttle took roots and connection to 

public transportation improved too. 

Seoul runs supporting programs for 

under-privileged people to prevent 

possible Mobility Divide. Mobility 

service companies carry out social 

contribution projects too. In particular, 

the sophistication of an AI system 

that can take users to destinations at 

a designated time has made a great 

contribution to easing Mobility Divide.
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I have tried all the five products introduced by <SEOUL MADE> in this issue. 

On a weekend of February, when I was wrestling with the deadline, I had these 

reliable robot and AI friends as my companions.

Weekend with 
Robot friends

Friday morning.

Yujin Robot, 
iCLEBO G5.

Late last night, iCLEBO G5 arrived. 

My tiny house is littered with books, 

reference materials, proof sheets, 

and boxes of promotional giveaways. 

Actually, they are not giveaways to 

me. They all represent the homework I 

have to do. Will that be OK to activate 

them in this dirty house? Maybe, 

against humanity? But I couldn't help 

it when I poured a whole bucket of salt 

while drinking a glass of water before 

going to work this morning. I dared to 

turn on the robot cleaner and left.

Even if it was Friday, I had a piled-up 

workload and returned home late at 

night. Of course I forgot my friends 

were still there. One poor friend got 

tangled up in the toilet mat and fell 

down. So cute!! I turned it on again, 

and it was surprisingly quiet. The wi-

fi-connected app not only count the 

cleaning time and the area of the 

rooms, but also show a real-time 

drawing of my house after mapping. 

Down the road, it will learn this route 

for cleaning. This friend is still smart 

and bold enough, jockeying around the 

room. Thanks to the brush attached to 

the front, the corners are also cleaned 

up well. After turning the vacuum 

mode once, I filled the bucket with 

water and changed it to Mop mode. 

The floor is so clean now! I think I 

should buy this… .

Saturday morning.

Super Matcha Seongsu.

Super Matcha Seongsu, located in a 

cafe alley, was always a wonder. There 

are many stops introducing robotic 

arms for many purposes, but there are 

also unexpectedly artisan robots. It's 

a robot of “whisking”, a step in which 

you can stir the matcha quickly in the 

tea ceremony and make bubbles. 

From the exterior to the interior, the 

robotic arm dripping a drop of dark 

green matcha in a round lane looks 

like a work of art.

The tea ceremony… At first glance, it 

seems to be the artisan's area. In the 

case of whisking, it is important to 

use the robot to whisk quickly while 

maintaining a constant angle and 

speed to melt matcha. It's so fast, you 

don't have to wait long. With a cool, 

sweet green cup next to me, it feels 

good and I can better work on the 

manuscript.

11
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Saturday afternoon.

Lululab, Skin
Measurement
Kiosk Rumini

I don't have time to spare, but 

because of the good weather, I kept 

thinking about it. I decided to play for 

only two hours today and headed to 

Jamsil Lotte Tower. The place to stop 

is Lululab's Lumini kiosk located on 

the first floor of Avenuel. It is for skin 

measurement with AI. I went there 

without any makeup, but I saw people 

wearing full make-up. It turns out that 

this is Rumini's special feature. The 

face with makeup can be recognized 

only by the photograph, and the skin 

can be measured. Unlike conventional 

devices, there is no skin contact, 

which makes the kiosk much more 

hygienic. When you take a picture with 

your face close to the camera, you'll 

quickly see an extreme close-up shot, 

detailing your skin age, item scores, 

and problem areas. The problem is 

that my skin is three years older. “This 

is because I couldn't sleep…," I told 

the clerk. Somehow, after making 

excuses to employees, 8 levels of 

cosmetics from cleansing to finishing 

were recommended. My confidence 

increased dramatically based on the big 

data of cosmetic ingredients checked 

by Lululab. In addition, the personal 

information entered is immediately 

discarded, so there is no fear of misuse 

or abuse of my info.

Saturday evening.

Cuchen, robot cooker 
master.

A robot who seemed to save me met 

me at the door. Cuchen robot cooker 

master. When I try to open the box, 

my heart fluttered, but when I saw it 

inside the box, the rice cooker-shaped 

machine didn't look like a robot; it 

looked rather familiar. The more I read 

the manual and turn the dial and look 

at the menu, the more I wondered. 

Choose from a selection of more than 

200 recipes for the sutomatic cooking 

of mushrooms risotto. The list of 

ingredients is displayed. 

The automatic cooking mode cooks 

according to the saved recipe. During 

the cooking, it guides you when each 

ingredient should be put in. It tells you 

in detail every step of the material, 

weight and method of slicing and 

displays when the inlet lid should be 

opened or closed. Making mushroom 

risotto is a 4-step process. Add the 

ingredients and fry once and add the 

cream. Although not in the recipe, 

white wine was added to enhance 

the flavor, and grapadano was put in 

instead of parmesan cheese powder. 

If you add rice at the last step, you're 

done. This process takes 10 minutes in 

total. "Isn't it supposed to be roasted 

on a stronger fire?," "Is it this?" The first 

time you taste it, it's delicious! It was 

a good dish made in a matter of 10 

minutes. Now the biggest point should 

be given after finishing the meal. I only 

have a robot cooker container and a lid 

to wash! It is a remarkable cooker for 

humans making meals at home like 

me. This robot chef will really shine 

when it cooks porridge or steamed 

meals.

Sunday morning.

Atflee, smart scale iGrip

The clean, simple design of the body 

and the handbars individually packaged 

in a soft cloth pocket gave a special 

impression. The battery was already 

included, and you can easily install it by 

simply connecting the handbars and the 

main unit with the enclosed cable. Just 

read the QR code to install the app, 

and turn on the Bluetooth connection. 

You can set a nickname, height, and 

target weight, which can be useful for 

weight control. You can add additional 

users so you don't have to worry even 

if you have a big family. At first I didn't 

get used to it, so I failed a few times. 

Each measurement only took about 

three seconds, so it was less time 

consuming. Only check the numbers 

on the app and get ready to go to work. 

I barely got on the bus and read the 

records to find out details such as body 

weight, body fat and skeletal muscle 

mass as well as the internal organ fat 

index, bone mass and body age. Both 

arms, legs, and abdomen are displayed 

by body fat percentage and skeletal 

muscle mass. Now I don't need to 

be sorry whenever I try to use the 

inbody at gym. There is also a menu for 

comparison with the previous record. It 

seems to be fun to record my body info 

every day What is the numerical result? 

I don't have any muscles in my limbs. I 

really need some exercise.
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Lee Kijin is a scholar who studies microwaves. He is the owner of a gallery 

"Changsung-dong lab," and an author and an illustrator. The future of Seoul 

imagined by this fun multiplayer Lee Kijin. AI and robots in it.

Seoul is an adventurous city. The word “adventurous” means 

the spirit of doing something at risk. But when applied to a city, it 

includes creativeness. The pursuit of newness that no city has tried is 

fascinating and nice. I mean Seoul is the adventurous city.

Seoul is an underground city. Underground facilities, including water 

and sewage, telecommunications, gas, as well as subway are located 

in Seoul's 5,2697km long underground world. This length is equivalent 

to about 1.3 turns around the earth. The facilities are managed by 

intelligent robots. In the future, as the ground develops, so will the 

underworld. Literally, "Ground Seoul" will be symmetrically moved to 

"Underground Seoul."

Shall we live 
together in Seoul? 
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I'm Hungry

I Will Guide 
You To A Nice 
Restaurant 
In Seoul.

May I…

As 
Always!

Even If You Don't Say It.
Add Bulgogi 4 Servings!

Yummy! 
Bulgogi 
With 
Soju 
Goes…

I 
Thought 
You 
Are A 
Robot?

Add A 
Bottle Of 
Soju!

Good 
Morning!

HI!

SHEEE~  

SHHH~

HGG~HGG

Even If You 
Don't Say It.

WOW!

CHUK CHUK

It's Seoul, As 
Always! 

Ai 
Bulgogi

Welcome ~

Serving 
Robot

CHEE~ 

CHEE~ 
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Lee Kijin is a physicist who published articles in the world-renowned scientific journal Nature. He is an author and illustrator 

who has published 10 books including fairy tales, picture essays and physics books. He is also an artist who makes robot 

sculptures and a gallery owner who runs Seochon Hanok Gallery "Changseong-dong Lab." He is more famous as the father 

of the singer CL from the girl group 2NE1.

“Seoul living with robots” stands out, is worthwhile, and is cooler 

because analogue life is everywhere in Seoul. Nice palaces, 

mountains, rivers, alleys, food, markets, buildings, old stores, stalls, 

alleys are all within Seoul.

The future of Seoul can be imagined, but no one knows what it will 

actually look like. That's why it is cooler! Seoul is evolving as AI and 

robots evolve. It is the "cool Seoul people" who are responsible for this 

evolution.
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CLAP~ 
CLAP~

WHEEE~ 

SHH~

SHH~

CHUK~ CHUK~ 

Nice Meal! Now Toward 
Gyeongbokgung!

Robot Even 
In The 
Palace!

One, 
Two, 
Three

Alive?!
OUCH!!

Ai 
Burger 

WHEEE~ Ai Sushi

Sushi Robot

Drunk~ 
Khh~

To Home!
WHOOSH~

BEEP~

Drunk Driving

I Am The 
One Who 
Drank…

Don't Know How 
Vulnerable 
Autonomous 
Cars Are To Alcohol?!

HUH? 
ARE THEY?!

STOP

What!?

IRRASHY~~

Jajang With Pork

Ai 
Chinese 
Food
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AI & Robot, 

Easy

Will it be possible for an ordinary person, not a scientist, to easily accept the idea 

of AI and robots? The owner of the bookstore “Entangled with Books” specializing 

in science & technology sent us eight books with his recommendations. These are 

the books he frequently recommends to his customers.

Humans Need Not Apply

Jerry Kaplan (2016)

How Smart Machines Think

Sean Gerrish (2019)

The Deep Learning Revolution

Terrence J. Sejnowski (2019)

The Enigma of Intelligence

Alan Turing(2019)

Robots

John M. Jordan(2018)

WE: Robot
David Hambling (2019)

Evolution of the Robot

akajima, Shuro (2020)

I, Robot

Isaac Asimov (first published in 1950))

It is a world best-seller 

describing how much impact 

AI technology can bring to 

our society along with the 

history of AI development in a 

very intriguing way. The book 

is written in a very realistic 

manner since the writer himself 

was initially an AI researcher 

and has witnessed many 

processes by directly engaging 

in the development of AI as a 

business man in various fields. 

He also currently gives lectures 

on social and economic impact 

that AI has on society at 

Stanford University. The book 

suggests an intelligent being 

or system may cause several 

issues in our society by taking 

several cases as an example 

and presents how change in 

the labor market and wealth 

inequality due to automation 

can be critical. 

Although we are all well 

aware of news on AI study 

and the applications including 

an autonomous vehicle (AV), 

recommendation algorithms 

by Netflix, Watson’s victory 

in a popular US quiz show 

Jeopardy!, and solving the 

game StarCraft by DeepMind 

and AlphaGo, we have no idea 

about how it works in the inside 

of AI. Author, a Google engineer, 

wrote this book out of a feeling 

of painfulness since no book 

was available that allowed him 

to understand such knowledge 

without reading academic 

journals. This book describes 

in a plain language how the 

internal algorithm and software 

structure were changed due 

to the development of AV and 

how AlphaGo predicts the 

next move to make so that 

ordinary people can also easily 

understand. 

The “deep learning” technology 

is currently at the epicenter 

in the AI sector as one of the 

machine learning areas based 

on math, computer science, 

and neuroscience. Author 

Terrence J. Sejnowski is one 

of the pioneers in the deep 

learning field. He detailed his 

30-year-long collaboration or 

competition with top-class 

researchers in deep learning 

and neuroscience. The book 

offers us insight and interest 

on how neuroscience affects 

studies on deep learning and AI 

and how it has been developed. 

It is not an easy-to-read book, 

but we can look at how various 

deep learning models were 

designed and studied as well 

as ideas, backgrounds, and the 

relationships of the researchers 

at that time. If you are a person 

that likes to to study AI, then it 

is the first must-read book.

There had been discussions 

on how machine could gain 

intelligence a long time before 

the word AI appeared. This is 

the thesis of mathematical 

genius Alan Turing called “father 

of computer science.” Some 

scholars even call him “father 

of AI.” The book describes 

how the idea of “machine with 

intelligence” was developed 

in the beginning stage of the 

computer era and how the 

influence made by Turing are 

still being praised until today; 

five pieces of his theses and 

lectures are also included to 

back up this point.

This book, a collection of the 

theses, allows us to think 

more deeply on philosophy, on 

intelligence, logic, and scientific 

approach. Although it is quite a 

thin book with 150 pages, it is a 

must-read book to understand 

the root of the current AI.

One of the MIT Press 

Essential Knowledge Series. 

It describes economic and the 

social influence of robotics for 

ordinary readers in terms of the 

past and present throughout 

nine chapters. The book also 

tells us how the robot can be 

used in a wide-ranging way 

not as a replacement but as a 

companion of humans and also 

portrays what our future society 

will look like. It is a book to be 

read first for those who have 

interest in the robot. It offers 

a good starting point for those 

who would like to view the 

robot from not the technology 

but humanistic sociology 

perspective. It can be assumed 

that how the author views the 

robot in various viewpoints as 

a professor at business school 

while majoring in politics, 

sociology, physics, and history. 

If you would like to know the 

present of the robot already 

existing in our daily life, I 

recommend to read this book. 

It introduces the pictures and 

diagrams of robots currently 

used in various places including 

a work field, home, hospital, 

delivery service as well as 

military robots and ones to be 

available in the near future. If 

you want to know about the 

major features, hardware and 

software specification of each 

robot, you can take out from 

your bookshelf and read this. 

You can refer to this whenever 

necessary since it describes 

one robot in three to four 

pages. It is very suitable for not 

only elementary, middle, and 

high school students, but also 

ordinary adults with a great 

interest  in the robots to widen 

common knowledge on the 

robot. 

Japan is the super powerhouse 

in industrial robots. The book 

describes the history, present, 

and future outlook of the robot 

in Japan viewed by a Japanese 

robot expert. Considering 

strong points in hardware 

and parts, this book can be 

much more useful for those 

studying the robot rather than 

other books explaining AI or 

software in a shallow way. The 

area attracting him most is the 

appearance of business selling 

a robot using services. This 

phenomenon already occurred 

in a hotel or cleaning business, 

but there is a tendency that 

Japan adopts such a trend 

more quickly than others do. 

This book helps in finding an 

answer to the question on what 

kind of thoughts that Japanese 

enterprises or technology 

teams have in mind right now.

The book became a motive of 

I, Robot (film), but its content 

is completely different from 

the movie story and Asimov’s 

masterpiece SF novel. It was 

published in 1950, but it is 

being evaluated as the best 

masterpiece among all other SF 

novels on the robot. We can gain 

his insight on human feelings in 

treating the robot, conversation 

among robots, and cooperation 

between humans and robots 

ahead of his time although the 

book also describes robot’s 

intelligence and communication 

ability not yet realized in reality. I 

think this novel is more suitable 

to an adult than a child because 

it makes us ponder about the 

meaning of co-existence with 

the robot in our society. As fully 

addressed in this book, AI and 

robot related themes are also 

deeply depicted in the film <Ex 

Machina>.
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Ask YouTube!
In the world of YouTube where video clips are countless like sand on the 

seashore, official, reliable accounts containing fairly good clips on AI and robots 

were collected. These clips will be helpful in enhancing your understanding on 

both. 

YouTube Originals - The Age of A.I.
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjq6DwYksrzz_fsWIpPcf6V7p2RNAneKc

TED
www.ted.com

YTN SCIENCE
www.youtube.com/user/ytnscience

NAVER LABS
www.youtube.com/channel/UCdYiLrXdXkkvD8WdaG3rstQ

EBS Culture
www.youtube.com/user/EBSCulture

YouTube also produces original video contents as Netflix or Amazon does. 

You can find the channel if you search “YouTube Originals” in YouTube. 

The content I recommend among YouTube Originals is “The Age of 

A.I.” Throughout the total of eight episodes, you can listen to various 

commentary on the current level humankind has achieved so far on AI 

and the robot in each field. It is good to be used for an introductory clip 

explaining a basic idea of AI. The content addresses various topics ranging 

from intriguing contents such as special effects used in film to professional 

stories including diverse AIs developed by Google, robot-related projects, 

machine learning, algorithm, and big data. The content is much more 

attractive because Robert John Downey Jr. the star of the film Iron Man 

is the narrator throughout. It is made in English, but if you select “Korean” 

in the subtitles setting, you can see the Korean subtitles, so there is no 

difficulty in comprehension.

TED is a popular platform sharing lectures easily to the public based on 

the study results of the world's renowned scholars and researchers. 

TED shares numerous esteemed lectures. For lectures on AI and 

the robot, the world's distinguished scholars explain very easily to fit 

to the knowledge level of ordinary people, so anyone can enjoy with 

amazement. You may search for the “science” or “technology” category 

in the website, but you will get a more accurate result if you search by 

“A.I.,” “robot,” or “machine learning.” Most contents are outstanding, but 

there are long-time popular lectures, so don’t miss them. The first is given 

by Kevin Kelly’s “How AI can bring on a second Industrial Revolution,” 

who is editor-in-chief of a monthly American technology magazine 

WIRED and the second is a Korean American roboticist Dennis Hong’s 

“My seven species of robot -- and how we created them.”

The overall feature of YTN SCIENCE is also similar to TV broadcasting 

contents carried onto YouTube, so its format and level of completion 

are comparable to those of EBS. If EBS is close to a general 

introduction, whereas YTN SCIENCE can be good to study the latest 

news on more various fields or real applications since it is a channel 

that specializes in news and science. Since the volume of its video 

contents is huge, it is recommended to search by AI, robot, and 

other key words to enjoy the relevant contents. You may also find 

numerous quality contents in the “Science Forum” series which is a 

lecture content given by scientists or renowned scholars.

Naver, which is Korea's largest portal, is a company aggressively 

investing in the robot and AI. YouTube channel NAVER LABS 

consistently uploads stories of principle, operation, and development 

on various robots developed by Naver and easily explains AV 

technology, mapping technology, and so on in a graphic and video 

format. It could be a little bit difficult to ordinary people as it contains 

many contents describing the real development process and 

principles on the robot. It is a useful channel for those studying further 

about technology including AI, the robot, and AV.

This is the official EBS YouTube channel specializing in education in 

Korea. The channel uploads many culture programs, so you can enjoy 

the relevant one searching by “AI,” “robot,” and so on. It offers various 

series, but particularly “Future Lecture Q,” a series of lectures on AI 

and technology by scholars and professors in various fields, explains 

AI and the robot in a practical way. Moreover, it is also very unique 

program since high-quality documentary series “Knowledge Channel 

e” provides a basic overview and issues on AI, the robot, machine 

learning, and others in a five or more than five-minute clip. As an 

education channel, it also has contents to help students learn.

KAIST Lee Kyungsang 
www.youtube.com/channel/UCL_XKB7yiePjUHx-iJPwGtw

I recommend a YouTube channel “KAIST Lee Kyungsang” by Professor 

Lee Kyungsang at KAIST. Despite his profession, he explains the latest 

technologies in plain language  for an easier understanding. Unlike other 

similar channels, it does not delve into academic theories but introduces 

more practical cases. Its strong point lies in its friendliness. If you need 

more professional content (e.g. deep learning), I also recommend 

another channel by Professor Kim Sunghoon at HKUST 

구독유튜브 오리지널-인공지능의 시대 The Age of A.I.
조회수 485,506회

유튜브 오리지널-인공지능의 시대 The Age of A.I.

60만 2.2만 공유 저장
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AI and 
Robots 
Grow 
Here In the Hub, high-level education takes 

place where global-level technology 

resources and the research capability 

of KAIST are integrated with an open, 

innovative culture of “Modulabs.” Thus, this 

is a space of opportunity for those who 

are enterprises with potential and those 

dreaming of becoming an AI expert.

Yangjae R&D Innovation Hub

	 http://yangjaehub.com

	+82-2-2135-6818

	 114, Taebong-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea

This is an AI and SW convergence 

education center nurturing and training key 

AI manpower in the digital transformation 

era. The Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT) 

conducts training based on a business 

model to strengthen technological 

prowess required in the AI industry field 

and to develop new services. 

AI Innovation Square

	 https://ai.koipa.or.kr

	+82-2-6952-8372~4

	 15th floor, AI Innovation Square, 89, 

Mapo-daero, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of 

Korea

Established in June 1999, It received 

a certificate of incorporation from the 

Ministry of Science and Technology in 

November 1999. In 2003, Korea Advanced 

Intel l igent Robot Associat ion was 

established and in May 2008, the KAR 

was newly launched with the merge of 

Robotics Research Association in Korea 

and Korea Advanced Intelligent Robot 

Association. 

Korea Association of Robot 
Industry (KAR)

	 http://www.korearobot.or.kr

	+82-2-780-3060

	 8th floor, KY building, 31, Hangang-

daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

The Hanyang AI Solution Center conducts 

practical research that is helpful for industries 

including the manufacturing process · smart 

IT · machine learning · AI platform by using the 

Hanyang alumni network actively conducting 

their business in various industry fields. It 

provides practical AI solutions to industries 

based on the manufacturing process field and 

aims at nurturing professional AI  humanpower.

The Hanyang AI Solution Center

	Hanyang University +82-2-2220-0114

	HIT, #521, 222, Wangsimni-ro, 

Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea 

01

01

02 03 04

03

Korea Robotics Society (KROS) addresses 

not only a robotics related academic 

content, but also encourages exchange 

of technology information and academic 

research.  The KROS cha i rs  Korea 

Robotics Society Annual Conference and 

international conference Ubiquitous Robots 

(UR). 

Korea Robotics Society (KROS)

	 http://kros.org 

	+82-2-783-0305

	 #506, 22, Teheran-ro 7-gil, Gangnam-gu, 

Seoul, Republic of Korea

The Center educates students to become 

a future talent with “LEGO Mindstorms 

Robot Coding education” allowing students 

assemble and code Lego. Students learn 

various software including a computer 

language to control AI and the movement 

of a robot with sensors.

Learn STEAM education center 
(Daechi, Gangdong branch)

	Daechi Branch #301, Daechi First Bldg., 

155, Samseong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea +82-2-566-2013

Gangdong  Branch #1302, 13th Fl. 

Myungsung Plaza, 256, Godeok-ro, 

Gangdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea 

+82-2-427-2013

The Graduate School  of  Ar t i f ic ia l 

Intelligence opened its first semester in 

September 2019. The School teaches key 

research areas including deep learning and 

big data as well as fields that specialize in

AI + X including healthcare and finance.

Korea University Graduate
School of Artificial Intelligence 
(Department)

	 http://xai.korea.ac.kr

	+82-2-3290-3190

	 Future Convergence Technology Hall 

Korea Univ. 145, Anam-ro, Seongbuk-gu, 

Seoul, Republic of Korea

The Center systematically supports turning 

the best ideas that each company has into 

business by selecting an area specialized 

in each area including smart TV app, one-

man broadcasting OTT, digital signage, VR, 

media façade, and smart advertisement.

K-ICT Smart Media Center

	 http://www.smcenter.kr

	+82-2-3151-0750

	 10th floor, SME DMC Tower 

189, Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic 

of Korea

Artificial Intelligence Industry-coupled 

Collaboration Center was established 

to pursue development of industrial 

technology and nurture professional 

manpower in line with the demand on AI 

from universities and industries. 

Artificial Intelligence
Industry-coupled Collaboration 
Center

	 http://aiicc.dongguk.edu

	+82-2-2290-1421

	 #709, Chungmuro Media Center

Dongguk University Toegye-ro 36-gil, Jung-

gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea 
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As the on ly  Meister  H igh Schoo l 

specializing in robotics out of total 47 

nationwide, the School offers classes to 

fulfill the demand of the robot industry. The 

School receives professional education 

from a technical expert in field via 

cooperation with the robot industry and 

runs a project within a school club.

Seoul Robotics High School

	 http://seoulrobot.hs.kr 

	+82-2-2226-2141

	 63, Gwangpyeong-ro 20-gil, Gangnam-

gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea( Seoul Robotics 

High School)

Since its establishment in 2018 as an 

academy specializing in AI, the Academy 

shows results in popularization of the AI 

technology and nurturing a technology 

talent. It also assists the youth in terms of 

being employed in a long term and creating 

a startup in the AI field by providing AI 

consulting training effective in enhancing 

practical business capability.

Korea Artificial Intelligence 
Academy 

	 http://ai-academy.ai 

	B1, Wawa Bldg., 6-5, Yanghwa-ro 7-gil, 

Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Samsung Research is the advanced 

research & development hub of End-

Products Business Unit where the 

Samsung Electronics’ CEConsumer 

Electronics and IMIT & Mobile Communi-

cations division take part in. Its major 

research areas include AI, data intelligence, 

robot, the next-generation communications 

& visual technology, Tizen, and security. 

Samsung Research

	 research.samsung.com	

	 56, Seongchon-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea

It was established as an IoT business to 

form a self-sustaining ecosystem to solve 

urban issues in Seoul. The Center offers a 

mentoring service in an open, collaborative 

space where enterprise and citizens freely 

use and hosts various events including an 

educational seminar and a briefing session 

by building a network-type community.

Seoul Smart City Center

	 iotcenter.seoul.go.kr

	Seoul Smart City Center

72, Digital-ro 26-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea

The GDIP contains the key words of “open 

Gaepo, IT digital, creative innovation, 

and compound park” in the total area of 

16,105.7851m2. As an IT-based creative, 

innovative complex leading the digital 

innovation of Seoul, GDIP is a facility 

established for IT developers and founders.

Gaepo Digital Innovation Park 
(GDIP)

	+82-2-570-4600	

	 416, Gaepo-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea

Urban Data Science Laboratory solves 

various urban issues that Seoul City has 

faced based on big data. With the support of 

Seoul City, the Laboratory was established 

by big data researchers at SNU. The 

Laboratory is a space for study and learning 

where ordinary Seoul citizens can participate. 

Urban Data Science Laboratory 
Seoul National University (SNU)

	 http://udsl.snu.ac.kr 

	+82-2-573-0983

	 3-4th floor, Saeromgwan,	
Gaepo Digital Innovation Park (GDIP)

416, Gaepo-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea

RnC Robot Educat ion Center was 

established in 2009 based on the theme 

of the robot and the creation of culture. It 

offers a basic-level robot class for elementary 

students at a lower grade. The Center aims 

at nurturing a future roboticist based on 

education where robot science is applied.

RnC Robot Education Center

	 http://www.rnc.or.kr

	+82-70-7799-3006

	 #502, Eugene Bldg., 1063-9 Gyesan-

4dong, Gyeyang-gu, Incheon, Republic of	

Korea

Google for Startups Campus forms a 

startup community of a technology field 

in Korea. The Campus offers mentoring 

and lecturing opportunities to startups by 

inviting renowned speakers in each field 

via various events.

Google for Startups Campus Seoul

	www.campus.co/seoul/

	B2, Autoway Tower, 417, Yeongdong-

daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of 

Korea

Seoul New Collar School is Korea’s first 

Pathways in Technical Education Oriented 

Convergent High-Technology (P-TECH) 

school opened classes in last March. 

The School nurtures experts in the fourth 

industrial revolution areas including AI, 

data science, and VR·AR. P-TECH is an 

innovative education model to nurture high-

tech talents in the fields of data science, 

cyber security, and others.

Seoul New Collar School

	+82-2-354-1323	

	Semyeong High School, 33, Tongil-ro 

92ga-gil, Eunpyeong-gu, Seoul, Republic of 

Korea

“Innovation Academy” nurturing SW 

talents who will lead the AI era introduced 

an innovative educational curriculum which 

have been hard to experience in Korea. The 

first project “42 SEOUL” is the first Asian 

campus of “Ecole 42” in France where 

there is no professor, textbook, and tuition 

fee. 

Innovation Academy

	 https://innovationacademy.kr 

	Gaepo Digital Innovation Park (GDIP) 

416, Gaepo-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of Korea
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44   Seoul National University of Science and 

Technology

 232 Gongneung-ro, Nowon-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-970-6114 www.seoultech.ac.kr

45  Seoul Robotics High School

 63, Gwangpyeong-ro 20-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-2226-2141 seoulrobot.hs.kr

46  Google Startup Campus Seoul

  2nd Floor, Autoway Tower, 417, Yeongdong-daero, 

 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

 www.campus.co/seoul

47  LearnSTEAM Edu Center (Daechi Branch)

  #301, Daechi First Building, 155, Samsung-ro, 
 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-566-2013 learnsteam.co.kr

48  Saltlux

  3~5F Daewoong Building, 538, Eonju-ro, 

 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-2193-1600 www.saltlux.com 
49  Acryl Co., Ltd.

  11F, Cheongdam Venture Plaza, 704, Seolleung-ro, 

 Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-557-4958 www.iacryl.com

50  AIA Gallery

  2F, HSR Epicenter, 38 Teheran-ro 13-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

 aia-gallery.com

51  Code 42

  2621 Nambusunhwan-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 www.code42.ai

52  Modu Labs

 2F, 150, Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-70-7743-5882 www.modulabs.co.kr

53  Crowdworks

  9F, K-SQUARE, Gangnam-daero 94-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-6954-2960 www.crowdworks.kr

54  Lunit

  6th floor, Hyunseung Building, 175, Yeoksam-ro, 

 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

 lunit.io/en

55  JLK Inspection

  3F, Plaza Building, 551, Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, 
Seoul 

 +82-70-4651-3493 jlk-inspection.com

56  Oddconcepts

  5F, Sambo Building, 5 Teheran-ro 19-gil, 
 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-556-7650 www.oddconcepts.kr

57 	Lounge Lab

 129 Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-6250-0924 www.loungelab.io

58 QiSense

 114 Taebong-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul

 yangjaehub.com/about/companies/qisens/ 

59  circular

  122, CIRCULUS Jomaru-ro 385beon-gil, 

 Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

 +82-70-7793-0314 www.circul.us

60  Gaepo Digital Innovation Park (GDIP)

 416, Gaepo-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-570-4600

61  Innovation Academy

 Gaepo Digital Innovation Park (GDIP)

 +82-70-6203-3005 www.innovationacademy.kr 

62  Secugraph, Inc.

  2nd Floor, Maru-hall, Gaepo Digital Innovation Park

 +82-70-4488-6776 https://secugraph.com/ 

63  PELLUE

 2F New Building, Gaepo Digital Innovation Park

64  Booza App Company

  2F, Ieum Building, 30, Baekjegobun-ro 40-gil, 

Songpa-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-6945-1700 www.boozaapp.com

65 Testworks

  #401, #201, Buyoung Building, 40, 

 Baekjegobun-ro 41-gil, Songpa-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-423-5178 www.testworks.co.kr

66   LearnSTEAM Edu Center(Gangdong Branch)

  # 1302, Myungsung Plaza, 256, Godeok-ro, Gangdong-gu, 
Seoul 

 +82-2-427-2013 learnsteam.co.kr

67   Seoul Institute of Technology & Education

 183, Godeok-ro, Gangdong-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-440-5500 www.dbedu.or.kr

68  Korea Robotics Society (KROS)

 #506, KOFST (New Building)

 22, Teheran-ro 7-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-783-0305 http://kros.org

69  RnC Robot Education Center

 #502, Eugene Building 

 1083-9, Gyesan 4-dong, Gyeyang-gu, Incheon

 +82-70-7799-3006 http://www.rnc.or.kr

70  Seoul New Collar School

 Semyung Computer High School

 33, Tongil-ro 92ga-gil, Eunpyeong-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-354-1323

71   Seoul National University Urban Data Science 

Research Institute

  3~4F, Sarom Hall, Gaepo Digital Innovation Park (GDIP)

 416, Gaepo-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-573-0983 http://udsl.snu.ac.kr

72  Korean AI Academy

  Wawa Building B1, 6-5, Yanghwa-ro 7-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

 http://ai-academy.ai

73  Minds Lab

  6F Dasan Tower, 49, Daewangpangyo-ro 644beon-gil, 

Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do

 maum.ai

74  Clobot Co., Ltd. 

  239, Jeongja-il-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do

        https://www.clobot.co.kr

01  K-ICT Smart Media Center

 10F, SME DMC Tower, 189, Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-3151-0750 smcenter.kr

02  AI Innovation Square  

 AI Innovation Square, 15th Floor, 89, Mapo-daero, Mapo-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-6952-8372 ~ 4 ai.koipa.or.kr

03  Korea Electronics Technology Institute (KETI) Sangam  

 10F, Electronics Bldg., 11 World Cupbuk-ro 54-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-6388-6608 www.keti.re.kr

04  BluePrintLab Co., Ltd.

 B-1, 404, DMC High-Tech Industry Center, 330, Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul 

 +82-70-7526-6897 www.blueprint-lab.com

05  AI ICC, Dongguk University

 #709, Chungmuro Media Center, Dongguk University, Toegye-ro 36-gil, 

 Jung-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-2290-1421 aiicc.dongguk.edu

06  Wise Fashion

 5F, 66, Janjang-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

 +82-70-8656-0064 www.wise-fashion.com

07	Nomad Connection

 3F, Signature Tower, Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-2608-1575 www.nomadconnection.com

08 Korea Association of Robot Industry

 8F, KY Building, 31, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-780-3060 www.korearobot.or.kr

09		Korea University Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence

 Future Convergence Technology Hall, Natural Campus, 

 Korea University, 145, Anam-ro, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-3290-3190 xai.korea.ac.kr

10		Hanyang University AI Solution Center

 5F, 222, Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-2220-0114

11  AI Spera Co., Ltd. 

 # 701~704, W-dong, 7, Yeongmujang 5-ga-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-6419-1087 www.aispera.com

12		 LG CNS Head Office

 LG Science Park E13, E14, 71, Magokjungang 8-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-3773-1114 www.lgcns.co.kr

13		 Seoul Smart City Center

 72, Digital-ro 26-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul

 iotcenter.seoul.go.kr

14		NHN Diquest Co., Ltd.

 5F, 31, Digital-ro 30-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-3470-4300 www.diquest.com

15		 T3Q Co, Ltd. 

 # 403, Daeryeong Post Tower, 48, Digital-ro 33-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-6344-7660 www.t3q.co.kr

16		 IBM Korea

 International Finance Centre Seoul, 10 Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-3781-5114 www.ibm.com/kr-en

17		 ThorDrive

  # 1701~1704, 17F, Munrae SKV1 Center, 10 Seonyuro 9-gil, 

 Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-786-8191 www.thordrive.ai

18 	 I'mCloud Co., Ltd. 

 11th floor, KOAMI Center (New), 22, Gueok-daero 76-gil, 

 Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-6472-0410 www.imcloud.co.kr

19  Mrobo Co., Ltd. 

 2F, WeeBee Fintech Lab, Woori Bank, 200, Yeongdeungpo-ro,  

 Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 

 www.m-robo.co

20 Selvas AI

  20F, 18th Daeryong Techno Town, 19, Gasan Digital 1-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul 

 +82-2-6190-7500 www.selvasai.com

21 ElgenICT Inc.

 12, Daeryung Techno Town, 14, Gasan Digital 2-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul 

 +82-70-8789-2035 www.elgen.co.kr

22  INFINIQ 

 #701, JEI-Platz, 186, Gasan Digital 1-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul   

 +82-2-525-2202 www.infiniq.net/en

23  SOLUGATE Co., Ltd. 

 # 1104, 11F, 145, Gasan Digital 1-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul

 +82-70-8882-5252 www.solugate.com

24  Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST)

 5, Hwarang-ro 14-gil, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-958-5114 www.kist.re.kr

25  42Maru 

 6F, Hojeon Clinic Tower, 1925, Nambusunhwan-ro, Gwanak-gu, Seoul   

 +82-2-6952-9201 www.42maru.ai

26  Job Shopper Co., Ltd. 

  T1, SK Center, Seoul National University Research Park, Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-gu, Seoul 

 +82-70-4616-1515 www.majormap.net

27  Samsung Research

 56, Seongchon-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul

 research.samsung.com

28  Voyager X

  9th floor, Majesta City Tower 2, 12, Seocho-daero 38-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul

 www.voyagerx.com

29 Konan Technology

 6, 7F, Daerung Seocho Tower, 327, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-3469-8555 www.konantech.com

30  Gridone Co., Ltd. 

 4F, Eugene Building, 23, Nambusunhwan-ro 347-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-2058-2220 www.gridone.co.kr

31  Seoul Robotics

 311, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul 

 www.seoulrobotics.org

32  Vuno

 6F Shinseon Building, 507, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-515-6646 www.vuno.com

33  AI Yangjae Hub

 114 Taebong-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-2135-6818 yangjaehub.com

34  Deep Natural Co., Ltd.

 AI Couture Hub 602

 +82-2-6952-0588 deepnatural.ai/en

35  Ellexi

 AI Couture Hub 801

 +82-70-7733-5679 www.ellexi.com

36  AskStory

 AI Couture Hub 1307

 +82-2-538-7988 www.askstorygroup.com

37 	NALBI Inc.  

 #815, AI Yangjae Hub 
 +82-70-8280-7780 www.nalbi.ai
38  Samsung Electronics R & D Campus

 56, Seongchon-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul
39  Artificial Intelligence Research Institute (AIRI)

 8, Seongnam-daero 331beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do

 +82-31-8020-8700 https://airi.kr

40 ROBOTIS

 37, Magokjungang 5-ro 1-gil, Gangseo-gu, Seoul

 +82-70-8671-2600 www.robotis.com

41 Skelter Labs

 7F, 60, Seongsui-ro 22-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

 +82-2-2038-0112 www.skelterlabs.com

42 Scatter Lab

  # 901~902, KD Tower, , Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul 

 scatterlab.co.kr/

43  AID Korea

 9th floor, 216 Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

 www.aidkr.com/
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Are you surprised to find out that there are so many AI and robotics 

researchers and companies in Seoul? Are you surprised to find out that 

AI and robots have already begun solving challenges, thus making our 

lives easier? The editorial staff of <SEOUL MADE> did not know that AI 

and robots are so close to us either. Personally, my heart fluttered while 

preparing this issue since I could imagine the amazing future with AI 

and robots vividly. The <SEOUL MADE> team could not help ourselves 

as we laughed loudly when we saw a robot from Robotics sitting in the 

back seat wearing a seat belt like a boy. Isn't it cute? The picture of this 

robot boy will soon be commonplace on "Dailystagram." Imagine an 

autonomous car driving itself, and a robot boy and a child sitting side by 

side with their seatbelts on in the back seat. They are giggling, together.

#AI 

#Robot

#Dailystagram
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